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Abstrat
This thesis presents an improved feedbak system on HBT-EP and suppression of
the fast rotating kink mode using this system. HBT-EP is an experimental tokamak
at Columbia University designed to study the magnetohydrodynami (MHD) insta-
bilities in onned fusion. The most damaging instabilities are global long wavelength
kink modes, whih break the toroidal symmetry of the magneti struture and lead to
plasma disruption and termination. When a tokamak is surrounded by a lose tting
onduting wall, then the single heliity linear dispersion relation of the kink instabil-
ity has two dominating branhes: one is the "slow mode", rotating at the time sale
of wall time, known as resistive wall mode (RWM), the other is the fast mode, that
beomes unstable near the ideal wall stability limit. Both instabilities are required
to be ontrolled by the feedbak system in HBT-EP. In this thesis, improvements
have been made upon the previous GPU-based system to enhane the feedbak per-
formane and obtain lear evidene of the feedbak suppression eet. Speially,
a new algorithm is implemented that maintains an aurate phase shift between the
applied perturbation and the unstable mode. This prevents the exitation of the
slow kink mode observed in previous studies and results in high gain suppression for
fast mode ontrol at all frequeny for the rst time. When the system is turned o,
suppression is lost and the fast mode is observed to grow bak. The feedbak per-
formane is tested with several wall ongurations inluding the presene of ferriti
material. This provides the rst omparison of feedbak ontrol between the ferriti
and stainless wall. The eet of plasma rotation on feedbak ontrol is tested by
applying a stati voltage on a bias probe. As the mode rotation being slowed by the
radial urrent ow, a higher gain on the kink mode is required to ahieve feedbak
suppression. The hange in plasma rotation also modies the plasma response to
the external perturbation. The optimal phase shift for suppression hanges with the
modied response and these observations are onsistent with the preditions of the
single heliity model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Energy has always been important in human history. Utilization of re separated
us from other animals. We olleted energy from wood and grease, made light and
heat, went through the dark age into the age of reason and siene. Prosperous ities
with large population were built around fertile lands, where the food, the energy for
ourselves, were abundant. Today, massive deployment of mahines relies heavily on
the sustained supply of energy to maintain their daily ativities. Topis about oil
prodution, whih diretly relates to gasoline availability and power plant fuel, are
always at the enter of publi attention. As the demand of energy grows and with
traditional resoures limited, we are onstantly in searhing for new ways to boost our
energy prodution apaity. Nulear energy, rstly demonstrating its power during
world war II, is onsidered as a promising resoure. Many ssion power plants have
already been built all over the world and is ontributing 10% of the total eletriity
prodution. Fusion, another form of nulear energy, was rst demonstrated by United
States in the 1952 Ivy Mike test of the hydrogen bomb[1℄. Provided this awesome
energy an be safely ontrolled, fusion will beome a useful energy soure for humanity.
The potential of safe fusion energy has motivated deades of studies about how to
safely and pratially harness fusion energy for power plant[2℄.
This thesis investigates an important topi about ontrolling the instabilities of
magnetially onned plasma needed to ahieve the sustained burning fusion ondi-
tion in a tokamak. Speially, a feedbak suppression method is demonstrated on
the plasma instabilities whih, if left unontrolled, redues the power and reliability of
fusion energy prodution. The suppression is demonstrated under several experimen-
tal onditions, and our experimental results verify the preditions of a linear single
heliity model for kink modes in HBT-EP.
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A. Fusion and tokamak
Fusion is the proess that heats the sun and stars, where atomi nulei ollide with
eah other, undergo nulear fusion, and release energy. The released energy in nulear
reation is proportional to the mass dierene between the reatant nulei and the
reation produts. The variation is highest for the lightest elements: like hydrogen
fusion than by the ssion of uranium.
This abundant energy resoure in nature, however, does not get released easily. To
release the energy, fusion requires two nulei to overome the Coulomb repulsion and
fuse into one. Nulear attration and fusion from quantum tunneling only beome
eetive after most of the Coulomb barrier has been penetrated[3℄. This barrier results
in a relative small probability for fusion reation events, a small ross setion. The
largest ross setion ours with deutrium-tritium (D-T) fusion. But even for D-T
fusion, many thousands of Coulomb ollisions will our for eah DT fussion ollision.
The nulear proess that is proposed for fusion above is
D + T→ He4(3.5MeV) + n(14.1MeV)
where deutrium and tritium fuse into helium and an extra neutron. This proess
produes an energeti alpha partile that later sustains the fusion plant and a fast
neutron that an be used to generate heat and eletriity. In order for this proess to
happen, the nulei of D and T must overome the Coulomb repulsion fore to get lose
enough for strong fore to take over. The reation ross setion σ is a measurement
of the probability f of the fusion reation. The probability also depends on the
density of the two speies that ollide: f = n1n2σ where ni is the density of the
nulei speies. The ross setion is a funtion of the relative veloity between two
nulei. σ is nearly zero at room temperature and peaks around 10 ∼ 100keV, where
the partiles have enough energy to overome the barrier but still have relatively slow
speed to allow enough time for nulear attration. Beause this temperature is well
above the ionization energy (13.6eV for hydrogen), the reatants exist as ionized gas,
2
alled plasma.
Figure 1. The ross setion of fusion reation v.s. nulei energy.
Suh high temperature of the reatants dees any material that ould be served
as the boundary of the ontainer. Two methods have thus been proposed to onne
the plasma. One is inertial onnement, whih puts the reatants initially at rest
in the enter of a large vauum hamber. Lasers are then red at the reatants to
quikly ompress them and trigger fusion at the inner layers of the target. Everything
happens so fast that the inertia of the reatants prevents them from disassembling
before the fusion proess begins. Inertial fusion requires multiple fusion explosions
sustained in a pulse-like fashion[4℄.
Magneti onnement, the other method, aims to onne the reatants for longer
time, by taking advantage of the Lorentz fore on the ionized reatants,
~F = q( ~E +
~v× ~B). In a neural plasma where the eletri fore is small, the ~v× ~B fore prevents
harged partiles from rossing the magneti eld line, yet allowing the free streaming
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along it. If suh free streaming an be onned in a nite volume with no magneti
eld going aross the surfae, then a onnement is ahieved on the rst order by
the ~v × ~B fore. Plasma an still esape due to higher order terms ontributed by
non-uniform eld or ollision transport, whih is addressed in the latter part of this
setion.
Figure 2. An example of the torus. The blue arrow shows the toroidal diretion and the red
arrow shows the poloidal diretion.
Torus, shown in Fig. 2, is one topology shape in whih a bundle of magneti eld
lines an be onned within. Two diretions are dened in the ontext of a torus. If
the torus is viewed as a bent ylinder, the z diretion is alled the toroidal diretion
and the θ diretion is alled the poloidal diretion. These two diretions are shown
in Fig. 2 as blue and red arrows respetively.
Partiles drift away from magneti surfae with higher order fore terms on-
tributed by the non-uniformity of magneti eld. The onnement is made possible
by reating a poloidal magneti eld that guilds the magneti eld line around the
minor irle while travelling along the toroidal diretion. A helial struture is reated
and when a partile streams along this helial path, it drifts inward or outward the
4
Figure 3. Generi Tokamak.
surfae, depending on its loation at the surfae. The averaged eet is a anellation
of the drift and enhanement of onnement. The two omponents of this designed
magneti eld is generated dierently. The toroidal eld (TF) is reated by external
oils running along the poloidal diretion, known as TF oils. The major poloidal
eld is generated by a toroidal urrent, whih runs through the plasma in tokamak.
A generi onguration of the tokamak devie is shown in Fig. 3. In addition to
the TF oils disussed, a tokamak also has outer poloidal eld oils that reate a
vertial magneti eld. This eld maintains the plasma (indiated as purple) in plae
horizontally by ountering the self-expanding fore generated by the plasma toroidal
urrent. The inner poloidal eld oils in the enter, known as Ohmi Heating oils,
are used to drive the plasma toroidal urrent. Change of the urrent in these oils
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reates an indued eletri eld toroidally outside the solenoid, whih aelerates the
initial free eletrons provided by the eletron gun. These aelerated eletrons ionize
the gas and generate plasma. After the plasma breakdown, the
~E eld ontinues to
drive and sustain the plasma toroidal urrent. Tokamak has been the most suessful
devie at reahing fusion-grade plasma onditions so far. Another related type of
large magneti onnement devie is stellarator.
For net fusion power generation, the plasma must be dense, hot and onned
long enough so that the power harnessed from reator exeeds the power required for
operation. This is represented by the triple produt riteria:[5℄
nTτ & 5× 1021keV · s/m3
For D-T fusion in tokamak, n ∼ 1020m−3 is the typial plasma density ahieved,
T ∼ 10keV is the typial temperature and τ ∼ 5secs is the onnement time. To
reah fusion ondition, onnement time must be at least several seonds.
A substantial ost for the tokamak is magneti eld generation and maintenane.
With the same magneti eld strength generated, one wants to produe the largest
plasma pressure, nT . A metri for the eieny is the ratio of the volume averaged
plasma pressure to the averaged magneti pressure, alled beta:
β =
< p >
< B2 > /2µ0
Ahieving high beta value is important for the eieny of fusion power plant.
However, the plasma beomes more unstable with inreased β [6, 7℄. Plasma develops
loal or global instabilities that deform the magneti eld. These instabilities an grow
quikly, degrading plasma onnement and ausing a disruption. Certain empirial
β limit riteria has been found experimentally[68℄, beyond whih plasma disrupts
quikly. Suppressing the instabilities is essential to extend the onnement time and
inrease the eieny of the ontrolled fusion[9℄.
6
B. Tokamak instabilities and feedbak ontrol
Instabilities in tokamak are driven by gradient in plasma urrent density and
pressure[9℄. Suh instabilities often ause the loss of thermal energy through radial
transport, and redue the rotational shear of magneti eld whih are essential for
onnement. These instabilities need to be arefully ontrolled for a burning plasma
devie.
The instability in plasma an be modelled at dierent levels. The energeti ions
and eletrons in plasma, like moleules in gas, move at very high speed and ollide
with eah other frequently on the miro-struture level. This suggests a natural way
of haraterizing plasma with a distribution funtion f(~x,~v), the same method used to
analyze gas and liquid, where the density of the partile population is provided with
regard to veloity and spaial loation. Maro physis quantities are then expressed
as integration on this distribution funtion. While this method has the potential to
provide ultimately rst priniple alulation in almost every aspet of the plasma
property, signiant demand in omputation power rules out suh implementation
for a real 3D devie in detail. Brute fore alulation about the distribution funtion
is either restrited to analytial derivation, where the geometry is muh simplied, or
applied numerially on a loalized region in plasma. Empirially, a fusion power plant
ares most about the instability at maro sale, at whih the external perturbations
are eetive. Imagine a sale bar, with the nest distribution funtion at one end
and the industrial pragmati need at the other end. Detailed omputation ould
reveal the onnetion bonded by physis law, but is diult to arry out. A asade
of theories are thus developed along the bar to address the plasma harateristi at
dierent levels of srutiny, where uninteresting information is dropped and eets on
the maro sale is foused.
On the miro struture level, the distribution funtion follows a dynami governed
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by the Vlasov equation[10℄:
∂fα
∂t
+ ~vα · ~∇fα + qα(~vα × ~B + ~E) ·
∂fα
mα∂~vα
= C[f ] (1)
where C[fα] is the ollision operator on the speies. This operator inludes ollisions
within the single speies where energy and momentum are redistributed while also
onsiders ollision between dierent speies where the momentum and energy are ex-
hanged. The loation dependeny in non-uniform elds enters the equation through
~B(x) and ~E(x). These maro quantities, ~E and ~B, not only inlude the externally
applied eld, but also ontain the eld indued by the plasma itself. Solution for the
funtion f(~v, ~x) provides a statistially equivalent estimation of the plasma state as
traking billions of partiles simultaneously.
The gyro-kineti theory redues the ompliity at miro sale level by utilizing
the observation that a harged partile an only move freely along the magneti
eld line. Under the magneti eld, a harged partile irles around the eld line
perpendiularly as a magneti dipole. In the parallel diretion along the
~B eld, the
enter of the dipole follows the eld line on the rst order. The distribution on these
two veloity dimensions perpendiular to the magneti eld line an thus be redued
to a dependeny on the onserved quantity, µ = mv2⊥/2B, the magneti moment. The
dependeny of the distribution funtion on the kineti energy is approximated , on the
leading order, as an equilibrium in Maxwell distribution f0 ∼ exp(−mv2/2kT ). The
dynamis of f , under the gyro-kineti theory, is solved with respet to the expansion
around this equilibrium[11℄.
The Neolassial Toroidal Visosity (NTV) theory fouses on the onnetion be-
tween the toroidal rotation of plasma, whih is ritial in maintaining the plasma
stability, and the partile distribution funtion whih is inuened by the asymme-
try of the torus struture. It solves the displaement δf with respet to the Vlasov
equation under the perturbed torus geometry. Experimentally, a drag fore on the
plasma rotation is observed when the torus is not perfetly symmetri. The theory
predits that magneti perturbation on the order of δB/B ∼ 10−3 is enough to slow
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down the plasma rotation and build up radial partile transport[12, 13℄.
MHD theory is a further step towards the maro sale analysis. While aknowl-
edging that the plasma onsists of ions and eletrons, this theory does not treat them
separately in the equations. The total mass density ρ =
∑
ρα is mostly ontributed by
the heavy ions, so is the momentum of the mass veloity ~u. The dierene in ion and
eletron veloity enters the equation through urrent density
~j = q(ni~vi−ne~ve). MHD
uses only maro physis quantities in the equations, whih onsist of the Maxwell's
equations and the plasma uid equations[14℄:




= ~j × ~B − ~∇p− R
∂ρ
∂t







These equations ome from integrations on Eq. 1 with weights like ~vα or mα,
and ombining the equations from ions and eletrons. η is the resistivity and R is
the visosity fore from the integration on the ollision operator C[f ]. MHD theory
assumes that the plasma is harge neutral on the maro sale and the eletron mass
an be ignored ompared with ion mass. In ideal MHD, η and R are zero[15℄.
Redued MHD theory models the plasma in a ylindrial tube and establishes an
intuitive piture of the instabilities in tokamak geometry[16, 17℄. In the ylindrial
shape, the magneti eld is assumed to be muh stronger in the toroidal diretion
ompared with the omponent in the poloidal diretion. Physial quantities, inluding
the perturbed magneti eld, the plasma urrent and veloity, are expanded in orders
with respet to the ratio ǫ = a/R, where a is the typial torus minor radius and R
the major radius.
The strutures obtained in this expansion beome the basis for magneti eld
deomposition. The oordinate system onstruted on a torus shape, as is shown in
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Fig. 2, is used to desribe the physis quantities about plasma in a tokamak. In this
oordinate system, ψ is used to distinguish the layers of torus and (θ, ϕ) is used to
identify the points on eah surfae. The basis struture of the instability often has
a form of exp[−i(mθ − nϕ)], whih is alled the (m,n) mode respetively. The m,n
number must be integers, and the modes are analyzed disretely.
Instabilities observed experimentally at maro sale are explained by the eigen
strutures with positive growth rate. The positive growth rate is sometimes triggered
by the non-axisymmetri eld inheritant in the devie's hardware, whih provides
the soure of error eld. The error eld whih resonates most strongly with the
plasma is routinely anelled by the ompensation oils. The anellation is not
exat, however, and it is important to understand the impat of the remaining error
eld. One of the initial impat of an error eld is magneti braking. The magneti
braking redues plasma rotation; the magneti braking inreases radial transport;
the magneti braking destabilizes the plasma and makes it sensitive to other tearing
instabilities[6, 1720℄.
Feedbak ontrol that responds diretly to plasma instability provides apability
beyond what is oered by stati ontrol of ompensation oils[9℄. The feedbak ontrol
in a tokamak is primarily used to suppress the resistive wall mode (RWM)[2123℄,
whih is a slowly growing kink mode that ours in the presene of a resistive wall.
The resistive time of the wall, τw, determines the time sale of the mode growth rate.
Feedbak ontrol for error eld ompensation on stable plasma is another important
appliation. This appliation is introdued when the plasma is marginally stable and
the kink mode ampliation of the external eld is strong. Aurate ompensation is
required under suh onditions to avoid braking and loking of the rotation. Fast time
sale ontrol of kink modes is equally an important role for the feedbak system. The
feedbak ontrol beomes neessary when kineti eets are not enough to stabilize
the plasma. Suppression of a fast rotating kink mode with typial frequeny around
7kHz, through a GPU based feedbak system in HBT-EP, is presented in this thesis.
Theories developed for feedbak ontrol involves many topis, inluding noise l-
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tration, system modelling, predition and optimization. It is important to identify
a valid model suh that the system's response to external perturbation an be pre-
dited. Equally important is making sure that the desired perturbation is aurately
delivered to the system. While most feedbak systems in a tokamak urrently detet
and perturb the plasma through magneti eld, there have been onerns about the
appliability of suh methods with larger mahines like ITER. In those mahines, the
walls are often so thik that the eddy urrents severely redue the performane of the
magneti sensors and the ontrol oils behind the wall. Feedbak shemes equipped
with soft-Xray and fast amera as detetion methods and eletron ylotron reso-
nane as a perturbation method have been proposed and investigated[24, 25℄. The
physis model governing the plasma system, however, should be the same regardless
of the perturbation and detetion method. Knowledge developed with the magneti
feedbak helps better design of non-magneti feedbak systems. The physis model
and the parallel omputation platform, investigated through the magneti feedbak
ontrol in this thesis, an be extended to inlude other detetion and perturbation
tehniques.
A suessful feedbak ontrol system for plasma instability suppression addresses
the unique requirements of the devie it is applied to. A range of tehniques have
been implemented on large mahines suh as DIII-D, NSTX, and RFX- mod, designed
to address their unique MHD ontrol requirements. Separation of diret perturba-
tion oil pikup from sensor signals redues the noise in the input signal. Real-time
equilibrium reonstrution provides a better estimation of the pressure and density
prole in tokamak. Mode ontrol with state-spae method and model-based RWM
disrimination inreases the eieny of applying the perturbation.[2629℄.
HBT-EP has been developing feedbak ontrol methods on toroidally onned
plasmas for many years. Magneti sensors loated around the mahine are used to
measure the unstable mode, estimate its amplitude, phase and rotation frequeny.
The feedbak system drives the ontrol oils aordingly to anel or suppress the
mode. HBT-EP group has arried out extensive researh on these tehniques and has
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explored several designs[23, 3033℄. It has studied on the smart shell designs; it has
studied the mode ontrol with FPGA; It is now studying the GPU-based feedbak
system. In the smart shell design, ontrol oils are used to anel the ux through the
wall, eetively reating an artiial ideal wall. The mode ontrol with FPGA models
the instability as a rotating mode and perturbs it with preditions from the model.
The FPGA unit was then replaed by GPU for easier programming aessibility and
larger apaity of handling more signals simultaneously. Many algorithms have sine
been implemented and tested under the GPU framework.
The diulty of feedbak suppression in HBT-EP lies in the fast rotating nature
of the unstable mode. Eah revolution takes only around 150µs and the mode's
amplitude and rotation frequeny hanges on the same time sale. Quik response of
the feedbak system is required to handle the fast dynamis. The urrent feedbak
system in HBT-EP uses a GPU based parallel omputing system to take in signals
from 80 feedbak sensors and alulate the driving signals for the 40 ontrol oils.
The lateny from signal input to output is 22µs. Aside from this lateny, the delay
in response also arises from the oil's reation to the fast hange of the driving signal
for amplier.
These diulties in HBT-EP are addressed in this thesis. Eieny in memory and
omputation for apturing the fast rotating mode signal is ahieved by redesigning
the logi. More ontrol power direted for the handling of the abrupt hanges in
mode phase is ahieved by mitigating the utuation in mode amplitude. Agility
of the feedbak system is enhaned by ompensating the delay due to the indutive
rise time of the ontrol oils. Feedbak suppression is demonstrated in all frequeny
under several tested senarios. The suppression has a long duration window and an
be learly observed in eah disharge.
Suess of the feedbak system in HBT-EP demonstrates the apability of respond-
ing to fast plasma dynamis in sub-milliseond time sale. Aurate synhronization
between applied perturbation and fast rotating plasma instability is ritial in ahiev-
ing suppression without exiting other instabilities. The same tehnique presented in
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this work ould be used in other platforms where suh auray is needed.
C. Organization of this thesis
This thesis is organized into ve setions and three appendies. Se. II gives an
overview of HBT-EP, the mahine on whih the work of this thesis is tested on. The
hardware speis will be overed in this setion, together with the typial plasma
behavior in HBT-EP. It shows why feedbak ontrol is needed on this devie and
what problems need to be onsidered for designing the system. The model for the
MHD instability in HBT-EP is overed in Se. III, based on whih the feedbak sys-
tem is designed. It starts with the surfae representation of the MHD instabilities.
The mode's interation with wall and external perturbation is then examined and a
dispersion relation is obtained. This equation inludes both the slow RWM root and
the fast rotating kind mode. The derivation uses some knowledge about general oor-
dinate system, whih is overed in Appendix I. Details about the algorithms used in
the feedbak system are shown in Se. IV, where the aurate phase shift between the
applied perturbation and the deteted mode is maintained. The experimental results
with the feedbak system are shown in Se. V. The performane is ompared with past
results. With the improved system, we have also tested its performane under dif-
ferent wall ongurations and under a slowed plasma rotation. The plasma beomes
more unstable under these ongurations, yet the feedbak suppression is ahieved
nevertheless. The experimental results are onsistent with the theoretial preditions.
In Se. VI, the key ahievements of the thesis are summarized, inluding: the su-
essful demonstration of the feedbak suppression eet under several unfavourable
experimental ongurations, the onsisteny between the experimental results and
theoretial models, the enhanements of the algorithms by mathematis tehniques
and the integration of dierent perturbation methods into one single platform. Some
details about the feedbak ode are shown in Appendix III. In Appendix II, an ex-
tension of the tting method used in the feedbak algorithm is disussed.
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II. PLASMA IN HBT-EP
The feedbak system presented in this thesis is tested on The High Beta Tokamak
Extended Pulse (HBT-EP) devie, whih is an intermediate sale tokamak designed
to study the kink and tearing instabilities. The dominant kink instabilities observed
in it are fast rotating at ∼ 7kHz, with utuations in both amplitude and frequeny.
The fast time sale of this dynamis is the main diulty faed by the feedbak
system. More than two hundred magneti sensors, forty ontrol oils and twenty
adjustable shells are equipped by HBT-EP, for detailed analysis of the instability and
tests of the feedbak algorithm.
Parameters of HBT-EP are shown in Tab. I. The toroidal eld is 0.33T and an air-
ore transformer at the the enter of the mahine is used to generate plasma urrent
and provide Ohmi heating. The lifetime of a disharge is typially around 5 to 10
ms long.
HBT-EP Parameters
Major radius (R0) = 88 ∼96 m
Minor radius (a) = 11∼15 m
Plasma urrent (Ip) > 20 kA
Toroidal eld on axis (BT ) = 0.33 T
Eletron temperature (Te) > 150 eV
Eletron density (ne) = 1∼3e13 m−3
Pulse length = 5∼10 ms
Table I. Typial HBT-EP disharge parameters.
A. Hardware in HBT-EP
The unique feature of HBT-EP is its adjustable in-vessel onduting walls. As is
shown in Fig. 4, the 20 onduting shells over the outboard region of the plasma.
They are grouped in 10 uniformly distributed setions. Eah setion has a top shell
and a bottom shell whose radial positions an be adjusted individually. The minor
radius of the wall an move between 0.17m to 0.21m. The oupling between the
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plasma and the wall strongly depends on the distane between the two. This provides
the apability to study the MHD instabilities with respet to the variation of the
oupling parameter c ∼ (a/b)2m, where a and b are the radius of the plasma and the
wall, and m is the mode number[17℄. It is observed that the plasma is more unstable
with redued oupling, when all the walls are retrated away from the plasma.
Every other shells, along the toroidal diretion, are overed with ferriti material,
to study the ferriti wall eet. Stainless steels are highly suseptible to ativation
by fast neutrons generated in fusion. Using it as wall material in fusion reators
would result in nulear wastes with long-lasting radioisotopes. An alternative is a
lass of material known as 'low-ativation ferriti steels. They are more resistant
to fast neutron damage, but are also ferromagneti, with µr > 1. This lowers the
perturbed magneti energy outside the plasma, the barrier of whih restrains the
kink mode instability. This raises onerns about whether suh these materials will
redue stability margins in a tokamak[34℄. Ferriti material was installed in HBTEP
on the shells to investigate the impat on plasma stability[35℄. Sine eah segment
an be moved individually, the overall wall overage an be ongured to be primarily
ferriti or primarily stainless-steel.
Numerous feedbak sensors and ontrol oils are mounted on those shells for de-
tailed magneti eld measurement and perturbation in preise phase. As is shown in
Fig. 4, on eah shell, there are two ontrol oils mounted on dierent poloidal posi-
tions. Shifted toroidally, two sensor boxes are mounted on the same poloidal positions
with ontrol oils. The shift is to avoid diret oupling between the sensors and the
oils. The sensor boxes reside at the inner side of the shell. Eah sensor box ontains
a poloidal eld sensor and a radial eld sensor. In summary, ontrol oils, poloidal
eld sensors and radial eld sensors all form in 4x10 matries in spae that over the
plasma uniformly along the toroidal diretion at the torus' outboard side. The 10
units of eah array along the toroidal diretion provide a good resolution in point
wise measurement. When viewing the signals globally with a cos(ϕ +△) struture,
suh measurement provides estimation of the amplitude and phase of the mode.
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Figure 4. The layout of the shell segments in HBT-EP. There are 2x10 stainless shells, shown
in grey. The 4x10 ontrol oils are marked as red loops on the shells. The 4x10 sensor boxes
are shown as green on the shell. They have the same poloidal loations as the enter of the
ontrol oils. The ferriti tiles are shown in brown. They are plaed on the inner surfae of
the shells. Only half of the shells have ferriti material.
In addition to these 80 magneti sensors, two poloidal arrays of sensors and a
toroidal array sensors are also equipped in HBT-EP. The poloidal sensors arrays are
loated on two opposite toroidal positions on the mahine. The array wraps the
plasma along the poloidal irle. Eah of the array has 32 poloidal eld senors and 16
radial eld sensors. The toroidal sensor array is at the inner board position. It has
30 poloidal eld sensors and 10 radial sensors. These densely plaed sensors provide
measurement of the global struture of the instability in plasma at higher resolution.
They identies how the struture of the dominant instability evolves over time. The
feedbak system tested in this thesis does not urrently use those sensors in real time.
They are used for post-disharge analysis.
Another important devie in HBT-EP is the bias probe. It is an eletrode probe
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Figure 5. Bias probe illustration. The bias probe reates an radial
~E eld that aets
plasma rotation.
stiking into the plasma. The tip of the probe is maintained at a programmed voltage
whih ould be dierent from the plasma oating potential at that loation. The
plasma streams freely along the magneti eld lines. Not onsidering the indued
loop voltage, the
~B · ~∇V = 0 property implies onstant stati eletri potential
on eah layer. Changing the eletri potential at one point will eetively modify
the potential of the whole surfae. This generates additional toroidal torque and
hanges its rotation speed. In HBT-EP, the bias probe is used to modify the plasma
rotation. The rotation an be aelerated, deelerated or even reversed. The feedbak
system uses this to test its performane on slowed plasma. The bias probe is setup is
illustrated in Fig. 5.
B. Fast rotating mode in HBT-EP
The instabilities observed in HBT-EP are typially rotating near 7kHz. The mode's
shape, amplitude, phase and rotation speed are measured by the 216 magneti sensors
installed around the mahine. In post-disharge analysis, the intrinsi pattern of the
rotating mode an be determined by a bi-orthogonal deomposition tehnique[36℄. In
the real-time feedbak system, however, the feedbak system needs to interpret the
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mode amplitude and phase quikly in real time. The mode amplitude and rotation are
inferred from the utuation signal measured by the magneti sensors, whih is best
presented through a ontour plot. An example of the ontour plot is shown in the rst
row of Fig. 6. The x-axis of the plot is time, while y-axis is the measured utuation
along one array of the sensors in the toroidal diretion. Eah olumn of the plot
represents the measured mode struture on the sensor array and the mode shifts in
phase, beause of rotation, as time passes. The mode has a lear n = 1 struture along
the toroidal diretion, as is shown by the stripes. The mode's rotation frequeny an
be inferred from the slope of the stripe at any give x loation. From the plot, we see
that the rotation frequeny is not onstant. The magnitude of the mode is indiated
by the ontrast of the plot. While the ontour plot is lear for human eyes, the
feedbak system requires a quantitative input for analysis. Two time series are used
to represent the mode's rotation and amplitude, whih are obtained by projeting the
utuation signals from the sensor array onto a pair of sin/os basis funtions. The
time series from the sine omponent is displayed on the seond row of the gure; the
osine omponent is similar but shifted by 90 degrees. The mode's rotation frequeny
and amplitude an be obtained equivalently from these two time series. This signal
demonstrates, more quantitatively, how the mode's amplitude and frequeny evolve
over time, even without external perturbation.
The mode naturally rotates around 7KHz. The mode's rotation an be inreased
up or slowed down by the feedbak system through perturbations applied at a ertain
phase shift with respet to the measured mode. The rotation an also be inuened
with a bias probe, whih penetrates into the plasma and onnets to the inner surfae
of it. When the probe is harged at a programmed voltage, it hanges the entire
eletri potential of the magneti surfae, whih generates the E eld between mag-
neti surfaes and drives an E × B ow in the plasma. This tehnique is used in
the experiment to modify the plasma rotation when testing the feedbak system on
a slowed plasma.
The fast variation in mode amplitude and frequeny observed in Fig. 6 presents a
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Figure 6. An example of the saturated rotating mode, measured by one feedbak array sen-
sors on disharge 81151. The rst row shows the ontour plot. It displays an n = 1 rotating
mode struture. The seond row plots the perturbation signal against measured signal. No
perturbation is applied in this ase, but the mode amplitude and rotation frequeny evolve
over time by itself.
serious problem for the feedbak system. Those variations are onsistently measured
from the sensor arrays, ross veried, and annot be dismissed as mere noise in the
measurement. For eah array, the two time series of the sin/os mode omponent





△ϕ = arctan(Ac/As) are then alulated individually for eah sensor array. The
signals from the four arrays, while seemingly unsteady when viewed alone, are very
onsistent with eah other, as are shown in Fig. 7. Suh oherent observation indiates
the variation is real and must be handled with are in the feedbak system. We will
ome bak to this observation again in Se. IV to disuss how the fast variation in
mode amplitude and frequeny is handled in the feedbak system.
The unstable fast rotating mode is exited when the edge q goes near an integer
number. The mode is unstable on the rst order, but as its amplitude grows, the
energy dissipates away through mode rotation and wall interation. Experimentally,
the mode is often observed to exponentially grow at rst, then the amplitude stays
saturated for a while before eventually heading to disruption. A riteria used to judge
the eetiveness of the mode suppression by the feedbak system is developed upon
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Figure 7. The mode amplitude and phase information obtained from the four sensor arrays.
The mode amplitude signal rises and drops onsistently aross the four arrays. The phase
measurement is shifted with respet to dierent arrays to make the value the same at t =
3.5ms, so the evolution of the phase dierene between dierent arrays are made more lear.
For the raw signal, there is a onstant oset in phase measurements beause of dierent
poloidal loations of the arrays and the helial struture of the global mode.
this observation. The mode suppression is eetive if the mode's saturated amplitude
is redued. This fast rotating mode is dierent from the resistive wall mode (RWM)
typially observed in many large devies, whih is further disussed in Se. III, It stems
from a dierent root in the dispersion relation, and rotates on a time sale faster than
the resistive wall time sale in HBT-EP (~2ms
−1
). The work in this thesis, developed
upon the GPU-based feedbak system[32℄, fouses on synhronizing the perturbation
with the fast rotation and ahieves mode suppression at all frequeny.
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Figure 8. An example of the disharges with plasma total toroidal urrent (Ip), major
radius(MR) and edge q.
Typial plasma toroidal urrent (Ip), major radius (MR) and edge q time series
investigated in this thesis a are shown in Fig. 8. Relatively stable plasma urrent and
major radius traes are maintained to fous on the feedbak eet and rule out fators
from other possible physis parameters. In the example, one is a referene shot where
feedbak is o. The other two have feedbak on but one is turned o early. Details
of the feedbak eet regarding to the mode amplitude and rotation will be disussed
in Se. V.
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III. MODEL OF THE INSTABILITY
The theory about the instabilities in the plasma is overed in this hapter. The
instability in plasma is often modelled as a perturbation on top of a quasi-steady
equilibrium. The equilibrium is a torus shaped plasma, possibly rotating and slowly
evolving with respet to its major radius, enter position and urrent distribution et.
Upon this equilibrium, the ux oordinate systems is usually onstruted, details of
whih is shown in Appendix I. Deviation away from this equilibrium displayed by
the plasma often follows a fast dynami. The deviation an be stable, if the plasma
tends to reover to the equilibrium without external interferene, or unstable, if the
deviation will grow on its own. Given a perturbation, the thermal and magneti
energy released by plasma, δWp an be alulated. The perturbation will also inrease
the magneti energy in the vauum by δWv If the energy δWp released by plasma
is greater than the energy barrier δWv from the vauum magneti eld, then it is
unstable[5℄.
The global struture of the deviation is analyzed on the basis of eigen modes.
Both the magneti eld and the plasma mass ow are perturbed by these modes.
The binding relation between the two means the perturbation in magneti eld alone
is suient to represent the deviation. Further more, the 3D struture rossing the
plasma at dierent minor radius, ψ, is often redued to the helial struture of the
mode on a surfae and thus represented by the (m,n) number. In this pair, n indiates
how fast the mode struture hanges with respet to the toroidal diretion, ϕ, and m
for hanges along the poloidal diretion, θ.
In this setion, we will see how a ontinuous 3D perturbation of the equilibrium is
haraterized by the (m,n) number on a surfae. The interation between plasma, the
wall and external perturbation is disussed based on this representation. Finally, the
dispersion relation for the deviation is alulated and the fast root representing the
fast kink instability in HBT-EP is investigated. This model is used in the feedbak
system to predit perturbation eet and adjust system parameters.
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A. Surfae representation of the instability
The full 3D plasma system needs to be represented by a few parameters for the
feedbak system to proess as input. The surfae representation theory of the devia-
tion from equilibrium serves well for this purpose. The basis for this representation
theory is illustrated in this setion.
1. Redued MHD
Redued MHD theory[16℄ models the plasma under ylinder oordinates (r, θ, z).
It is based on taking r = Const as the equilibrium magneti surfaes and assuming a
large aspet ratio: ε = r/R ≪ 1. The toroidal diretion is represented by z = Rφ.
This model assumes that the kineti energy of the plasma is muh smaller than the
magneti energy: p≪ B2/2µ0 and the magneti eld is mostly along the z diretion.
The omponent along the perpendiular diretion to z is B⊥ =
r
R
Bz/q. For a typial
ase where the safety number is single digit, one has: B⊥/Bz ∼ ε.
Analysis about the order of the physis quantities an be inferred from the model's
assumptions. First, the length sale of the perturbation must be dierent, depending
on whether it is along the eld line or perpendiular to it. For a perturbation that
takes a pattern of exp[i(mθ − nφ)], with m/n around unity, one has ∇θ ∼ ∇φ.
Sine ∇⊥ ∼ ∇θ/r and ∇‖ ∼ ∇φ/R, the variation is has longer wavelength along the
parallel (z) diretion: ∇‖ ∼ ε∇⊥. The order of urrent density ~j. an be derived
with Ampere's law:











= ε~∇⊥ × ~B⊥ +O(ε2)
whih implies jz ∼ ε and j⊥ ∼ ε2.
The magneti eld is deomposed into a dominant z omponent and a perpendi-
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ular omponent. This is expressed as:
~B = ~ez × ~∇Ψ+Bz0~ez
to immediately satisfy the divergene free ondition. The Ampere's law for the urrent
density thus beomes
µ0jz = ∇2Ψ
where both jz and Ψ are salar funtions. The above equation should not be onfused
with the equation for magneti potential µ0 ~J = −∇2 ~A, where the funtion in question
is a vetor.
The displaement of plasma is strongly linked with the perturbation in the mag-
neti eld. If we use ξ to denote the displaement of plasma away from its equilibrium
position, then its time derivative ξ̇ denotes the veloity of the plasma. Combining
the ideal MHD equation





= ~∇× (~̇ξ × ~B) (2)
This is the onnetion between perturbation in magneti eld and the displaement
of plasma. As is noted previously, an instability, while displaying the deviation in
both observation, an be represented by the struture in magneti eld perturbation.
The perpendiular omponent of
~B onsists of the equilibrium in poloidal diretion
and the perturbation in both radial and poloidal diretion. Let Ψ = Ψ0 + δΨ where
δΨ represents the perturbation part of the magneti eld. Then from ~B = ~∇× (Ψ~z)
and Eq. 2, one has:
δΨ~z + ~∇χ = ~ξ × ~B
where χ is an arbitrary funtion to balane the url-free dierene between the ξ×B
term and the δΨ term.
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With the assumption that the displaement of plasma is non-ompressional
(divergene-free) and perpendiular to ~z, it an be expressed as the url of a funtion
along ~z diretion, ζ~z. In another word, it is equivalent to denote ξ as ~ξ = ~∇ζ × ~z.
The above equation is thus expressed as:
δΨ~z = (~∇ζ × ~z)× ~B − ~∇χ
= ( ~B · ~∇ζ)~z −Bz ~∇ζ − ~∇χ
The leading order of the magneti eld along z diretion, Bz = Bz0 + O(ε
2), is Bz0,
a onstant. We have Bz ~∇ζ ∼ ~∇(Bz0ζ). The seond and third terms in the above
equation an thus be merged into a gradient funtion
~∇f . All the other terms exept
~∇f are along diretion ~z, so should ~∇f . This implies that f an only be a funtion
of z. Then ~∇f(z) = f ′(z) is also only dependent on z:
δΨ = ~B · ~∇ζ + f ′(z) (3)
This equation has the same physis meaning as Eq. 2, expressed using δΨ and ζ . It
ouples the magneti perturbation with plasma displaement.
The fore driving plasma movement omes from pressure and Lorentz fore. This
gives another equation governing the dynamis of plasma:
~∇× ρd~v
dt
= ~∇× (~∇P −~j × ~B)
= −~j · ~∇ ~B + ~B · ~∇~j (4)
Under the redued MHD assumption, j⊥/jz ∼ ε, the rst term is seond order in
magnitude:
~j · ~∇ ~B ∼ jz ∂∂z ~B ∼ ε2. The seond term has some ontributions in the
rst order:
~B · ~∇~j = ~B0 · ~∇~j + ~B1 · ~∇~j0
Let's examine the term




= Bθ(q~eϕ+~eθ)/r has ontribution in both z and θ diretion. For a perturbation
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struture taking the form of f ∼ exp[i(mθ − nϕ)], a gradient operator on it has the
same eet as a linear multipliation:
~∇f = (im~∇θ − in~∇ϕ)f
Using the identity that ~ei · ~∇xj = δi,j, one obtains a simple expression for the rst
omponent in Lorentz fore:





where F (r) = [m− nq(r)]Bθ/r.
For the seond term,
~B1 · ~∇~j0, a symmetri urrent prole for ~j0 = j0(r)~z an
be assumed for simpliity. Then
~∇~j0 = ~∇rj′0(r)~z and ~B1 · ~∇~j0 = Br~j′(r), where
Br = ~∇r · (~ez × ~∇δΨ) = −~eθr · ~∇δΨ. Under the assumption that the perturbation has
the helial form, δΨ ∼ exp[i(mθ − nϕ)], one has:




The veloity part in Eq. 4 an be expressed in terms of ζ . Aording to the
denition, the veloity is ~v = ξ̇ = d
dt
(~∇ζ × ~z). Assuming the perturbation has a
single growth rate, the time dependent part an be expressed as ζ(t) ∼ exp(γt). By
dropping the higher order ~v·~∇ term in the d/dt operator, one has dζ/dt ∼ ∂ζ/∂t = γf .
Combining the derivations above, one obtains the seond equation between the plasma
displaement and the perturbed magneti struture:
ργ2∇2δζ = iF (r)∇2δΨ− im
r
δΨj′(r) (5)
With the assumptions made to obtain Eq. 5, Eq. 3 an be further simplied.
The leading order from
~B · ~∇ operator on the perturbation term ζ is the same as
multiplying it with iF (r). We also notie that the f(z) term in δΨ does not aet
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the magneti eld through
~B = ~∇Ψ×~z, beause ~∇f ′(z)×~z ∼ ~z×~z = 0. Thus it an
be safely set to zero: f(z) ≡ 0. With regard to these simpliations, the equation
beomes:
δΨ = iF (r)ζ (6)
These two equations, (5) and (6), serve as the fundamental in redued MHD theory.
Based on these equations, Ref. [17℄ has derived interesting results about the plasma
instability with ideal wall or resistive wall. It assumes a delta funtion prole of the
plasma urrent j0 = j0δ(r − a). The domain of the solution is then separated by the
r = a surfae. Within eah domain, δΨ is found to satisfy the Laplaian equation,
where general analytial solution is readily available. The ontinuity ondition at the








δΨ′(a−) = − mj0
aF (0)
δΨ(a)
These onstraints are used to math up the solutions from both sides of the surfae.
The 3D plasma behavior are thus essentially represented by the physial quantities
at the plasma boundary and the wall surfaes. One exampled of the disussion of
the plasma instability through this model an be found in Ref. [17℄. This redues the
plasma dynami analysis down to interations between surfaes and eliminates the
work of alulating everything in the volume. Moreover, the representation is based
on disrete mode basis funtions, whih is a better model for the feedbak system.
This idea is further expand in the following setions to arrive at the ore model used
by the urrent feedbak system in HBT-EP.
2. Surfae representation and matrix equation
A rigorous theory that works diretly with surfae quantities to desribe plasma is
developed by Boozer[37℄. The nal result is similar to what is shown above, but with
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a dierent approah that doesn't rely on redued MHD assumptions about small a/R.
This theory treats the plasma as a blak box inside its boundary. The external eld
interats with the plasma by applying a magneti eld at the plasma boundary. The
plasma responds bak, also through magneti eld, whih an be haraterized as an
eetive urrent owing on the surfae of the plasma boundary. The magneti eld
outside the plasma, in the vauum, is purely governed by the Maxwell's equation,
whose solution is determined one the boundary onditions are set. Consequently,
the dynamis of the system is haraterized by the physis quantities on the plasma
surfae and the wall surfae.
The losed surfae of the plasma boundary, the torus, is parametrized by (θ, ϕ). A
set of basis funtions {fi(θ, ϕ)} is used for the funtion spae dened on the surfae
x(θ, ϕ). The basis funtions are orthogonal to eah other with respet to a weighting
funtion w:
¸
f ∗i fjwda = δi,j , with the onstraint
¸
wda = 1 being satised. A
spei realization of (θ, ϕ) or {fi(θ, ϕ)} is not restrited, as long as these onditions
are met.
The ux of the magneti eld through the surfae is a salar funtion dened on
(θ, ϕ). It thus an be deomposed as




The eetive urrent owing on the surfae an be represented by a surfae funtion
κ(θ, ϕ) through:
~j(θ, ϕ) = ~∇× {κ(θ, ϕ)δ(r − a)~∇r}





Note that the expansion for
~B · ~n has w in it while κ does not. This is for the
onveniene that when the inner produt of these two funtions are needed, one will
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obtain an expression that ontains
¸
f ∗i fjwda = δi,j.
κ represents an eetive urrent distribution, whih inherently reates a radial ux
~B · ~n. This is viewed as the self-indutane of the surfae, and is purely determined
by its geometry. The relation between these two funtions is haraterized by an
indution matrix, dened with the vetors
~Φ = {Φi} and ~J = {Ji} representing the




This notation is onsistent with the usual meaning of indutane.
The notation represents the magneti energy in the system onisely and is on-
sistent with the lassial denition. In the lassi denition, the hange rate of the
magneti energy is the integration of
~j · ~E over the volume. This is expressed by the








~∇× {κ(θ, ϕ)δ(r − a)~∇r} · ~Ed3x
=
ˆ








( ~B · ~n)da
= ~J · d
dt
~Φ
The surfae funtions are represented in the vetor form in the last step. While
the meaning of the vetor entries is not as obvious as the lassial j and B, the
resulted notation is similar to the formula obtained in the standard E&M theory:
dε/dt = j · E = j · dB/dt.
The total ux Φ through the surfae of plasma onsists of two parts:
• One part omes from the urrent outside the surfae. This is alled the external
ux Φx.
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• The other part omes from the urrent within the surfae. This is alled the
plasma ux Φp = Lp · Jp, where Jp is the eetive plasma surfae urrent. Note
that the eetive urrent is only valid when viewing the plasma response from
outside the plasma boundary. In this view, plasma is treated like a blak box.
The relation between Jp and Φ will be disussed in Se. III C. It haraterizes the
plasma response to outside perturbation.
Other surfaes in the system that interat with the plasma are also onsidered.
They play an important role in the plasma stability analysis. These surfaes inlude:
• The wall surfae surrounding the plasma. The wall an be resistive or ideal
depending on the nature of the material and the time sale of interest.
• The sensor surfae, where the magneti sensors are loated. This surfae does
not perturb the plasma, but signals are measured on it.
• The ontrol surfae, where external ontrol oils are plaed. The ontrol oil
urrents are viewed as surfae urrent on it.
In the ase of HBT-EP, these three surfaes are modelled at the same loation beause
the sensors and ontrol oils are all mounted on the in-vessel stainless steel shells
whih also serve as the rst layer of the resistive wall. The magneti ux through
the wall surfae ontributed by plasma has a surfae representation Φwp. This denes
the mutual indutane matrix Φwp = LwpJp. The total ux through the wall is
Φw = LwpJp + LwIw, where Iw is the surfae urrent on the wall and Lw is the
self-indutane matrix of the wall.
While the empirial value of these indutane matries are usually alulated nu-
merially by 3D odes like VALEN[38℄, the evaluation is simple under the ylindrial
ase. In a ylindrial system, we assume again that the perturbation is mostly helial.
The basis funtions {fi} are labeled by (m,n) with fm,n = exp[i(mθ+nϕ)]. They are
already orthogonal with respet to the surfae integration, so the weighting funtion





Under the assumption with large aspet ratio: n/R ≪ m/r, one an neglet the






. The magneti eld between surfaes
is url free beause j = ~∇× ~B = 0 in the vauum. It thus an be represented as the
gradient of a salar funtion:
~B = ~∇φ. The divergene free ondition of ~B beomes
∇2φ = 0, whih has a well-dened general solution. For the eld φ that is solely
generated by urrent owing on the surfae r = b, it satises the onstraints that
• φ is nite at r = 0.
• limr→∞ φ(r)→ 0.
These onditions separate the solution into two domains: one inside the surfae r = b





















f ∗m,n r > b
There are two boundary onditions. First is the ontinuity of the Br eld, whih is
expressed as φm,n+φ
′
m,n = 0. The seond is the Ampere's law regarding to the surfae
urrent and the poloidal eld, whih is expressed as µ0κ = 2φm,nfm,n. This gives the
oeients for the solution:
φm,n = −φ′m,n = µ0Jm,n/2













where Li,j = 2π
2mµ0R0δi,j . As is shown by the expression, this quantity only depends
on the geometry of the system.
The (b/r)m term in the solution of φ indiates the deay of the magneti eld
strength when propagating between surfaes. For the r > b region, the strength
deays with r−m. The higher the m number, the faster it deays. For the oupling
between surfae r = a and r = b, the deay fator (a/b)2m is often enountered in
the derivation to denote the oupling between surfae a to surfae b and then bak
to surfae a again.
The surfae representation theory quanties the physis outside plasma with basis
funtions that inorporate well with numeri alulation. The eigen vetors of the
matrix equation governing the system dynamis an be solved. If the same eigen
vetors are hosen as the basis funtion for surfae, fi, the system is deoupled and
eah Ji and Φi will grow at the time sale determined by the eigen value. Basis
funtions not orthogonal to eah other are sometimes used and the non-zero ross
terms need to be evaluated. This is referred as mode oupling beause eah fi mode
now interats with other fj modes and no longer grows independently.
B. Plasma wall interation
A wall surrounding the plasma provides stabilizing eet. Without the wall, a
plasma mode ould be naturally unstable and grow at an Alfven time sale. With
the existene of the wall, eddy urrents are exited by the hanging magneti eld
generated from the growing mode. These eddy urrents will ouple bak to the plasma
and suppress the growth rate of the instability. The ideal wall assumption models the
wall as a perfet ondutor, whih provides the strongest stabilizing eet. A more
realisti model, the resistive wall model, takes the wall resistivity into onsideration.
It allows the magneti ux to penetrate through the wall, at a muh slower time sale
ompared to the Alfven time, alled the resistive wall time. Under suh assumption,
the fast growth rate of the unstable mode is often redued down to the resistive wall
growth rate. The sale of the wall time depends on the wall thikness, ondutivity
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and geometry. While a full 3D alulation of the resistive wall eet requires numeri
ode like VALEN[38℄, one an analyze simple ases with a ylindrial model and gain
intuition of the resistive wall eet.
The notation of surfae representation is used to represent the mode. Between
the plasma surfae r = a and wall surfae r = b, the magneti eld is expressed as





































exp {i(mθ − nϕ)}
The omplex value ψp represents the ontribution by plasma urrent from the r ≤ a
side and ψw for that by the wall urrent from r ≥ b side. The following subsetions
works on dierent boundary onditions applied to the solution of the mode based on
the models used for the wall.
1. Ideal wall
The ideal wall models the wall material as the perfet ondutor. No magneti






Notie that the eddy urrent represented by ψw is passively exited by the plasma
urrent ψp. When the magnitude of these two omponents are measured at the plasma
surfae r = a, the ratio is |ψw/ψp| = (a/b)2m. This ratio is denoted as the oupling
oeient, c, between the wall and the plasma. It will be enountered many times in
the later derivations. In a 3D ase, the expression for the oeient c does not have
this neat formula. It is usually alulated numerially.
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2. Thik resistive wall
The thik wall model assumes that the wall lls the entire volume beyond r ≥ b.
Volume urrent ows in the spae and there is no delta-funtion-like surfae urrent.
The dynami is governed by the Ampere's law and Faraday's law:
























The volume urrent j does not reate a jump of magneti eld rossing the bound-
ary, so



































This is a more ompliated boundary ondition ompared with the ideal wall ase.
Asymptoti approximations about the Bessel funtionKm is used sometimes to obtain
a simpler expression.
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3. Thin resistive wall
The thin resistive wall model onsiders the wall as a thin layer that supports the
surfae urrent. The atual thikness of the wall l and its ondutivity σ = 1/η is
often used together, lσ, as a single parameter dening the ondutivity of the thin
wall. The density of the surfae urrent is deomposed into helial patterns. For eah






exp {i(mθ − nϕ)}
Br is ontinuous aross r = b. Compare this with the solution δΨ(r < b) expressed
in Eq. 7, we have:
C = ψp + ψw/c
where c = (a/b)2m is the oupling oeient. The jump in Bp satises the Ampere's
law:
δΨ′(b−)− δΨ′(b+) = µ0j =
l
η
E = − lγ
η
δΨ(b)
where we have used
~E = −∂δΨ/∂t = −γδΨ. Combining the equation obtained from





















Based on whih model is hosen for the wall, Eq. 8, 9 or 10 are obtained aordingly.
They all, nevertheless, provide the onstraint between ψp and ψw with a similar
format. The response of plasma to the external perturbation shown in Se. III C
provides another relation between ψp and ψw. The growth rate γ of the instability is
solved by ombining these two equations.
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4. Plasma rotation
Plasma rotation aets its interation with the wall. Viewed with the surfae repre-
sentation, rotation is observed as the transition of energy between the sine and osine
mode with the same (m,n) number, whih an be inorporated into the imaginary
part of the omplex growth rate γ. The real and imaginary part of the represen-
tation Ψ, indiates its projetion onto the sin and osine omponent. The formula
shown above thus absorbs the rotation term naturally. With a plasma rotation at a
frequeny Ω, from the view point of the plasma, the wall is rotating in the ounter
diretion. Under the plasma frame of referene, an extra iΩ omponent in γ needs to
be added into the equations desribing the dynamis of plasma wall interation. On
the other hand, in the wall frame of referene, the plasma response is also aeted
by the plasma rotation. The plasma rotation modies the dissipation term and pro-
vides stabilizing eet to the mode[6℄. The plasma response model, where the plasma
rotation enters the equation through the parameter α, is disussed in the next setion.
C. Plasma response to external perturbation
The dispersion relation of plasma instability dynamis is ompleted by inluding
the plasma response to external perturbation, whih gives another relation between
ψp and ψw. ψp is the eetive urrent distribution on the plasma surfae that re-
produes the same magneti eld observed from outside plasma. The perturbation
is ontributed by both walls and ontrol oils. ψw represents the wall ontribution
in perturbation. ψx is used to inlude the additional ux ontributed by external
ontrol oils. The model disussed in this setion is linear, whih doesn't desribe the
full physis inside the plasma. Nevertheless, it is the linearization of the non-linear
model with respet to the quasi-equilibrium state. Some empirial parameters will
be introdued in the model as the oeients for the linearization.
This setion has two parts. The rst part derives the 3rd order dispersion relation
where both the resistive wall mode root and the fast rotating kink mode root are
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inluded. The seond part fouses on the fast rotating kink mode branh that is
often observed in HBT-EP. The linear model in this part is used in the feedbak
system to predit the plasma behavior.
1. The dispersion relation.
In this setion, the dispersion relation is obtained from a linear model proposed
by Boozer[37℄. The linear relation is viewed as the rst order linearization of a higher
order equation. The plasma system is treated as an osillator system based on the
energy priniple:[39℄
[(γ + iΩ)2K + (γ + iΩ)D + δWp + δW
∞
v ]ψa = δW
∞
v ψx (11)
Here ψa = ψp + ψx. Ω is the rotation frequeny of plasma. The δWp is the potential
energy displaement for plasma and δW∞v is the potential energy displaement for
vauum without wall. If there is no external interation with the plasma then ψx = 0.
The system is unstable if δWp + δW
∞
v < 0. The stability parameter is dened as:




s > 0 implies the plasma is unstable without wall.
With an ideal wall at b, there is oupling between ψx and ψa similar to Eq. 8. One
an move this passive response part to the left of Eq. 11. This is like hanging the
eetive δWv when there is no other external perturbation. Sometimes δW
b
v is used
to denote the eetive vauum energy with the existene of an ideal wall at r = b.
But this is not another independent oeient.
The resistive wall ondition expressed in Eq. 10 an be re-formulated. Let ψ be
the total ux through the wall. Eddy urrent I on the wall is driven by the indued
eletri eld, generated by the variation of ψ in time. The short form for this relation
is dψ/dt = −RI. By expressing ψ and I in terms of ψa, ψx, through the notations
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c is the oupling oeient mentioned previously, whih equals to (a/b)2m in the
ylindrial ase. L is the self-indutane and τw = L/R is the resistive wall time
sale. Substituting d/dt with the single growth rate γ, this relation is expressed as:
ψx = −
cγτw




1 + γτ ∗w
ψa (12)
where τ ∗w = (1− c)τw and sc = c/(1− c).









1 + γτ ∗w
= 0










(1 + γτ ∗w) = 1 (13)
where s̄ = s/sc. There are three roots in this equation. The branh ontributed by
the inertia term γ2 is usually smaller and thus does not need to be analyzed if only
the unstable modes are interested.
For fast growing mode branh with γτ ∗w ≫ 1, the term in the braket is equal to








(1− s̄)− iΩ. The fast
MHD growth rate is dened as γ2MHD = δW
∞
v sc/K and νd = D/K is the visosity
oeient. The oupling oeient c, determined by the geometry of the wall and
plasma, an also be represented by another oeient δW bv (c), in ontext with δWp
and δW∞v , as long as the two denitions are onsistent. δW
b
v is dened to satisfy:
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c =
δW bv − δW∞v
δW bv




δW bv − δW∞v
δW∞v
sc − s =
δW bv + δWp
δW∞v
It shows that in the ideal wall ase (τw →∞), the stability of the system is governed
by the sign of δW bv + δWp. If it is positive, then one has 1 − s̄ > 0, whih results in
a stable γ that has non-positive real omponent. This riteria, when ompared with
the no wall ase, where the stability is governed by the sign of δWp + δW
∞
v , shows
why δW bv is onsidered as the eetive vauum energy with ideal wall at r = b.
In the ase of the slow mode branh where γ/γMHD ≪ 1, the rst two terms in










This is the resistive wall mode growth rate.
The root obtained for the RWM growth rate is onsistent with the linear relation
(−s + iα)ψa = ψx proposed by Boozer in his model[37℄. To see this more learly,
one notie that in obtaining the slow mode root, the rst two terms in the braket in
Eq. 13 is ignored. This is the same as ignoring the rst two terms in Eq. 11, whih
results in −sψa = ψx. Diretly ombining this with the wall boundary ondition in
Eq. 12, we have
s = sc
γτ ∗w
1 + γτ ∗w
This is the same solution as expressed in Eq. 14.
In ase of large dissipation, one keeps the imaginary part of the (γ + iΩ)D term
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in Eq. 11. Dene
α = Im[γ + iΩ]
D
δW∞v
The equation beomes (−s + iα)ψa = ψx. Combining this with Eq. 12, one obtains
the growth rate with plasma rotation:
s− iα = sc
γτ ∗w
1 + γτ ∗w




Here ᾱ = α/sc. Under suh denition, α is linearly dependent on the imaginary part
of γ, with an oset term depending on the plasma mass rotation frequeny Ω.
It is important to note that the fast rotating kink mode observed in HBT-EP does
not belong to the slow mode branh. When perturbation is applied by the feedbak
system, however, all eigen modes an be exited. Careful use of the ontrol oils is
needed to ensure that other branhes of the mode does not beome unstable while
the feedbak system is suppressing the fast rotating kink mode.
2. HBT-EP model for the fast rotating kink root.
The fast rotating kink branh (γτ ∗w ≫ 1) of the dispersion relation is further
disussed in this setion. This single heliity linear model for external kink mode dy-
namis has also been desribed in [19, 31, 39, 40℄. It assumes a frequeny-independent
dissipation rate, νd, a natural mode rotation rate, Ω, and the stability parameter, s,
whih are determined by experimental observation[39, 41℄. The oupling between the
perturbed urrents owing on the plasma surfae and the eddy urrents owing in the
wall requires omputation of the oeient, 0 < c < 1, through the VALEN ode[38℄.
When the plasma dissipation is large enough ompared to the ideal kink mode
growth rate, νd ∼ γ2
MHD
/Ω, the inertia term in Eq. 13 an be dropped, the ombined
dynamis of the plasma and wall is modelled by a two-dimensional linear system[32,

















































The symbols c, cf , and γw are the VALEN-omputed parameters assoiated with the
lose-tting onduting wall, and these parameters are listed in Ref. [32℄. The ritial
stability parameter for a kink mode surrounded by an ideal wall is s
rit
≡ c/(1 − c).
The stability parameter, s̄, is the ratio of the total perturbed energy of the ideal kink
mode without a wall to the hange in vauum energy with and without a wall. The
normalized torque parameter, ᾱ ≡ vdΩ/γ2
MHD
, represents the frition-like dissipation
of the helial perturbation, and ᾱ ∼ 2 in HBT-EP[39℄.
The ontrol oil urrent is proportional to the ontrol ux, ψc = McIc, where
Mc ≈ 2.3µH. When the ontrol oil urrent is swithed o, Eq. 15 is a seond-order
system with two modes. When s̄ < 0, both modes are damped osillations. When
s̄ > 0, one mode beomes unstable, with harateristis depending upon (s̄, ᾱ). For
slowly rotating modes and small s̄, the unstable mode is alled the resistive wall mode
with a growth rate γ ≈ γw(s̄− iᾱ)/(1− c). This is onsistent with the result obtained
in the previous model. When s̄ ∼ 1, the fast rotating kink mode is unstable with
γ ≈ iΩ+(γ2
MHD
/νd)(s̄− 1). In the HBT-EP tokamak, the fast kink mode is naturally
unstable while the resistive wall mode is usually rotationally stable. The feedbak
system mainly deals with the fast rotating kink mode.
In the ative feedbak ontrol, ψc is driven by a linear amplier in response to
the measurements of the perturbed ux variables, (ψa, ψw). The implementation
of urrent ontrol feedbak, disussed in Se. IVD, reates a small eetive time
delay, proportional to ω−1
e
, and this delay is modeled with a single pole response.
Measurements of the perturbed poloidal magneti eld, δBp, at the radius of the wall
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segments, are used as sensor inputs for the losed-loop feedbak ontrol. Using the
vauum representation of the perturbed poloidal eld, δBp = i(m/rw)(2
√
cψa − (1 +
c)ψw)/(1−c), the implementation of a phase shifted proportional gain urrent-ontrol

















where g is the feedbak gain (in units of meters, or ux per Tesla), and △φ is the
desired toroidal phase shift between the quadrature detetion of δBp and the applied
helial ontrol ux, ψc. Analysis of the third-order system, Eq. 15 and 16, were





was used beause the voltage-ontrol feedbak does not ompensate for
the ontrol oil self indutane.
A root lous plot illustrating how the dominate roots, for this third-order system,
move with respet to proportional gain is shown in Fig. 9. This gure, ompared di-
retly with Fig. 14 of Ref. [32℄, shows the losed-loop system's responses as a funtion
of g and △φ, with enhaned ω
e
. The feedbak system an aelerate, deelerate,
amplify, and suppress the mode depending on the applied phase shift △φ, whih is
onsistent with the experimental observations obtained previously with other ontrol
system[42, 43℄. Mode suppression is ahieved with a phase shift larger than the a-
eleration value and smaller than the deeleration value. This observation is used
to searh for the suppression parameter settings empirially during the experiment.
While the theory predits a sine-like variation of the growth rate depending on the
phase shift, the phase margin for suppression observed experimentally is usually nar-
row.
Most importantly, this plot shows the urrent ontrol ompensation, whih hanges
ω
e
/2π from 4.3kHz to 20kHz, has eliminated the exitation of the slow mode. In
ontrast to Fig. 14 shown in Ref. [32℄, the eigenvalue with the smaller imaginary value,
the slowly rotating mode, is not exited by the losed-loop feedbak at the gain used
for fast mode suppression in the new algorithm. This explains why the improved
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Figure 9. (a)The two eigenvalues with respet to dierent proportional gains and phase
shifts. For eah olored line, the phase shift △φ is xed while the gain, g, inreases. For
eah blak irle, g is xed and △φ is sanned. As the phase shift△φ varies, the system goes
through eah of the four senarios: deeleration, ampliation, aeleration, and suppression.
The gain assumes the ontrol oils over the full plasma surfae. In the atual experiment,
the ontrol oils only over the outboard area of the plasma. (b) Voltage ontrol, adapted
and reprinted with permission from Rath et al [32℄ for omparison. The positive diretion of
rotation is hanged to be onsistent with (a). The third root in (a) is very strongly damped
and is outside the boundary.
feedbak system an ahieve mode suppression at all frequeny.
The optimal phase shift for suppression (i.e. the△φ at whih the Re(γ) is smallest)
varies slightly depending on ᾱ, as is shown in Fig. 10. This observation is orroborated
by the experimental results shown later in Fig. 21, where the plasma is slowed by the
bias probe.
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Figure 10. The optimal phase shift △φ for suppression versus ᾱ . For eah given ᾱ, a phase
san with gain = 1 A/Gauss is performed and the △φ with the smallest Re[γ] is plotted.
IV. FEEDBACK SIGNAL PROCESSING IN HBT-EP
Perturbation on the plasma through ontrol oils are driven by the feedbak system
in HBT-EP, whih is a GPU-based platform using NVIDIA GTX580 ard to parallelly
proess the signals measured by the magneti sensors around the plasma. This system
was designed by Rath[23℄ and then improved by the author of this thesis. The system
urrently takes 40 poloidal sensors, 40 radial sensors as input signal; its output drives
40 in-vessel ontrol oils and 1 bias probe. The signals are measured every 6µs. The
total lateny between the time when a signal is measured to the time of the ontrol
oil response, is 22µs.
An overview of the hardware and software logi of the system is disussed rst.
Later setions fous on the ritial issues enountered in feedbak suppression of
plasma instability. Through areful design of the algorithm, the system keeps aurate
phase dierene△φ between the measured mode and the applied perturbation, whih
has resulted in longer duration of the mode suppression window and elimination of
previously observed slow mode exitation.
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A. Hardware overview
The hardware of the system is shown in Fig. 11, whih onsists of three major
omponents:
• The observer, whih ollets signals from plasma. The magneti sensors measure
the indued eletri eld, and then transfer them through CPCI boards to the
analog-digital-onvertor. They are the observer of the system.
• The signal proessing omponent. It proesses the signals from input and alu-
lates what perturbation should be exerted to the plasma. The omputer, alled
Caliban, equipped with a ommerialized Nvidia GPU ard for the parallel
proessing, is the main part of this omponent.
• The atuator. It reeives output signal from GPU and realizes the perturbation
to the plasma. The ontrol oils, bias probe and the ampliers driving them all
belong to this omponent.
The observer takes measurement from 40 radial and 40 poloidal magneti sensors.
These sensors are essentially looped oils to measure the indued eletri eld gen-
erated by the variation of the magneti ux through the loops. They measure the
value of
¸
h(~x) ~B · d~l, where the loop integral is poloidally around the plasma. The 40
radial/poloidal sensors are mounted on the inner side of the shells faing the plasma.
Their measurements are treated as point value estimations of the magneti eld at
the loation of the sensors. Beause of the eddy urrent eet from the shells, the
radial magneti eld is shielded by the wall when the mode is fast rotating. The mag-
nitude of the signals deteted by radial eld sensors are usually seven times smaller
than that deteted by the poloidal sensors. The voltage signals from these sensors
are olleted by ACQ196, the analog to digital onverter, and then sent to the signal
proessing omponent.
The signal proessing omponent is a standard PC equipped with the ommerial
NVIDIA video ard GTX580. When the feedbak system is operating during a plasma
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Figure 11. Illustration of the hardware in the feedbak system.
disharge, the data reeived by ACQ196 is transferred in real-time diretly to the
memory of the GPU through the PCIe bus. Currently, up to 82 threads run in
parallel to proess the data and alulate the desired perturbation on plasma. The
output data is sent to the AO32 devies, whih onvert signals from digital to analog.
The atuator omponent reeives signals from the AO32 devies and drives the on-
trol oils/bias probe through ampliers. The ontrol oils are looped oils mounted
on the shells. Driving urrent through these oils reates external magneti eld to
perturb the plasma. The ontrol oils, as the load to the ampliers, have a high in-
dutane/resistane ratio. This results in a smoothing eet on the output waveform
when the signals are fast hanging. Reognizing this and handling this eet in the
feedbak algorithm have made signiant improvement to the performane. The bias
probe penetrates under the plasma boundary. Atively hanging the voltage potential
on this probe an reate an radial urrent and a J×B fore that will drive the plasma
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rotation. The apability of ative feedbak on this voltage has been demonstrated,
but the feedbak algorithm disussed in this thesis does not use this feature. For
most of the experimental results in this thesis, the bias probe voltage is set before the
disharge. This sets dierent plasma rotation onguration for tests on the feedbak
system.
B. Software overview
The software struture of the feedbak system is very exible, whih allows easy
and systemati modiation. Most of the system parameters are set in the python
le fbsettings.py. It inorporates the human friendly parameters into many pre-
alulated matries. Any hange in this le is applied properly and onsistently
aross the system. All the pre-omputed values will be written as the header le
format in fbsettings.h. Other C++ or CUDA ode will inlude this header le to
use these values diretly in the ompiled exeutable. The ore feedbak algorithm is
implemented in the gpu_fb.u le, a CUDA le for parallel omputation on GPU. The
do_fb.pp le initializes the system and onnets the ACQ196 and AO32 devies with
the GPU system. It an also swith the system between prodution mode and debug
mode. The fbtools.py le implements some algorithms for mode matrix onstrution
and post-disharge analysis. Details of these les are shown in Appendix III.
C. Signal tting method
In experiment, the diret measurement from sensors need to be preproessed to
obtain the input signal appliable for system model. An important improvement
in the feedbak algorithm involves separation of utuation signal from equilibrium
signal. Taking the magneti sensor reading for example, it measures the total B eld
along poloidal/radial diretion at the sensor loation, whih not only inludes the
magneti eld oming from the perturbing eld, but also inludes the equilibrium eld
oming from the vertial eld oils or the plasma equilibrium urrent. The feedbak
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system is only interested in the perturbing eld. The equilibrium eld evolves during
the whole disharge, at a slower time sale ompared with the perturbation signal.
To separate them, the slowly hanging equilibrium signal ontribution to the total
mixed signal needs to be estimated. Previously, this was done using a moving window
average method. It keeps the entire history of the measured data and updates the
windowed averaging result as new signal arrives. For eah mode omponent, the time
series has around two thousand data points for a disharge, whih must be stored as
an array on the shared memory of the GPU. The new algorithm uses a band pass
lter instead, whih only stores one salar value for eah order of the lter. The two
methods produe similar results for the equilibrium tting, but the salar value used
by the latter method an be stored as loal registers for eah thread, providing faster
read/write speed, resulting in redued omputation time. Interpretation of the band
pass lter under the equilibrium tting ontext is shown in this setion.
The onept of equilibrium estimation in the feedbak system must be understood
in the ontext of real time alulation. Unlike post-disharge analysis, to estimate the
equilibrium at any given time, one annot use the data 'in the future'. For example,
if we need to estimate the equilibrium omponent of signal f(t) at time t = t0, then
only the data for t ≤ t0 will be available. In the windowed averaging method, the
target estimation time is set at the right end point of the window to satisfy this
requirement. This requirement is satised by the band pass lter method.
1. Low/High pass lter
Lets rst investigate the theory about a rst order low/high pass lter. The
input/output of the lter is desribed by a simple equation. For a rst order low pass







where α is the single oeient governing the lter. The analytial solution for g
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We an denote this formula as g = Lα[f ]. The funtion g(t) is a weighted average of
f(s) for s < t. For the high pass lter with the same oeient α, the output will
be (1− Lα)[f ]. If we take g(t) as the equilibrium estimation on signal f(t), then the
remaining omponent f − g = (1 − Lα)[f ] is the utuation signal. This shows that
we an apply a rst order high pass lter on the total magneti signal to obtain a
rough estimation of the utuation part ontributed by the rotating mode.
A simple numerial implementation an be onstruted for the low pass lter in
the disrete signal ase. If the funtion of f(t) is disretely sampled at every N△t,
then one an onstrut g̃ at the every time point inrementally, using:
g̃[(N + 1)△t] = g̃(N△t)e−α△t + 1− e
−α△t
α
f [(N + 1)△t] (19)
This disrete implementation onverges to Eq. 18 as △t→ 0. For the high pass lter,
one an use the same formula, but output f − g instead of g.
When running in real time, the lter does not need to store all the past data of g or
f . It stores the urrent g(N△t) value in a variable and updates it every time the new
f(t) arrives. The oeient e−α△t and (1 − e−α△t)/α an be omputed beforehand
one α is determined.
2. Linear tting with exponential weight
Simple rst order low/high pass lter method points out a good diretion in equilib-
rium signal estimation. The results are not very satisfatory. This setion interprets
the formula under a generalized estimation ontext. A better estimation method is
then derived, whih is urrently used in the feedbak system.
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The equilibrium estimation problem an be formulated under an optimization on-
text. Given a funtion f , at any time point t, one an pik a onstant a as the equi-






As is shown in Fig. 12, the equilibrium is a onstant funtion at the level of a. The
dierene between f(t) and a is weighted with e−αs, where s is the time distane to
urrent time t, and α is the deay fator. This optimization is evaluated at every
time point t, so we an obtain a trae of a depending on t as the new information of
f omes in.
Minimizing the penalty funtion with ∂I/∂a = 0 leads to:
ˆ ∞
0








The solution is the same as the expression given by low pass lter in Eq. 18. This
shows that the output of a rst order low pass lter g(t) is eetively the same as, at
eah time point t, tting the past signal f(t) to one onstant value equilibrium with
exponentially deaying weight.
The equilibrium signal is slowly evolving, and using a onstant funtion as the
target is probably not a good idea. Substituting it with a linear funtion is one
natural improvement. At eah time point t, we an estimate the equilibrium part of
the past signal f(t− s) with the linear funtion a + bs. This funtion is valued at a
at time t and the slope is −b, with respet to t, as is shown in Fig. 12. The penalty
funtion for this optimization is:
I(t, a, b) =
ˆ ∞
0
(f(t− s)− a− bs)2 e−αsds
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Figure 12. An illustration of the tting method with exponentially deaying weight. Both
tting with onstant funtion a and with linear funtion a+ bs is shown.



















































f(t− s)se−αsds = K2 (21)
The solution for the equilibrium funtion is: a = 2K1 −K2 and b = α(K2 −K1). In
the above formula, K1 = Lα[f ] is the result of a rst order low pass ltering on f .















This implies K2 = Lα[K1], meaning that K2 is also the result of low pass ltering on
K1.
At eah time t, one an estimate the equilibrium funtion using past signal f(s),
for s ≤ t. The value of the linear equilibrium funtion at time t is just a = 2K1−K2.
Evaluate a at eah time point, one obtains the trae a(t) as the estimated equilibrium
signal.
In most situations, the feedbak system is mostly interested in the utuation part
of the signal: f − a = f − 2K1 +K2. One an verify that
(1− Lα)2[f ]
= (1− Lα)(f −K1)
= f −K1 − (K1 −K2)
= f − 2K1 +K2
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Sine 1 − Lα is the high pass lter operator, the above formula implies that the
utuation signal an be obtained by direting high pass ltering the signal f twie
onseutively. This method is used in the feedbak system to extrat the perturbation
signal of the rotating mode from the total magneti eld signal. Eah high pass lter
is implemented with formula desribed in Eq. 19.
The above optimization method also provides an estimation for the slope of the
equilibrium signal. The parameter s goes in the opposite diretion of t, so the slope
of the equilibrium implied by funtion a + bs is atually −b = α(K1 − K2). With
Eq. 22, we an express −b as:
−b = α(K1 −K2) = ∂tK2 = ∂tL2αf = L2α[∂tf ]
The ommutability between ∂t and Lα is lear by taking derivative of t on both sides
of Eq. 17. This expression is used for implementation in the feedbak algorithm.
Estimation of the frequeny of the mode rotation is obtained from the mode's phase
trae with respet to time.
3. Formula for disrete signals
Most of the expression disussed above uses ontinuous time, whih implies the
input data is dened at every time point. Pratially, the signal is measured disretely
in time. The urrent feedbak system in HBT-EP has a sampling period △t = 6µs.
The rigorous formula an be obtained by re-designing the penalty funtion to adapt
the disrete time nature of the input data. Let the input funtion to only have data
at disrete time points tk = k△t. Assume the estimated equilibrium has the form
∑n
j=0 cj(k△t)j, where we have used a more general order n polynomial format. The














This onverges to the ontinuous time version as α△t→ 0.
In the ase of using linear funtion as estimation for equilibrium, ck = 0 for k ≥ 2.
The minimization of penalty funtion requires:
I0c0 + I1c1 = K1/α
I1c0 + I2c2 = K2/α
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Just as disussed in Se. IVC1, the implementation does not need to keep trat of all
the past data. The value of of K1 and K2 up to time are stored as two variables and
updated every time the new information about f arrives. The inremental update





These onverge to their ontinuous time version as α△t→ 0.
When solving for c0, c1, note that I1 ∼ I0/α and I2 ∼ 2I0/α. To make the entries





















to get the oeient for c0 and c1/α. The inversion of the square matrix is omputed
only one, before proessing the input signal. K1 and K2 will be updated in real time.
In the feedbak system, we use (1−Lα)2[f ] to estimate the equilibrium signal in f
and L2α[∂tf ] for the slope of it. Where the bandpass lter operator Lα is implemented
by Eq. 19 on the disrete signal. The formula is supposed to be onsistent with
f − 2K1 +K2 and α(K1 −K2). However, if one simply uses the denition given by
Eq. 21, and approximate the integration with disrete input, the traes would not
math well beause f should atually be onsidered as step funtion. The formula for
K1 and K2 obtained here, onsidering the input f as disrete, gives the result that
mathes better with the traes obtained by bandpass lter operator.
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D. Atuator design
Applying the perturbation with orret phase and magnitude to the plasma is
important for suessful feedbak ontrol. As is shown in Se. IVA, the ontrol
oils in the feedbak system are driven by ampliers, whih reeive requests from
the signal proessing omponent. The waveform of the atual urrent on the oil,
however, does not follow exatly with the waveform of the requested signal. This is
beause the ontrol oils, as the load in the output iruit of the ampliers, have a
high indutane/resistane ratio. The indutive part resists quik variations in the
oil urrent, hene smooths the signal. This has aused trouble in the previous version
of the feedbak system. As the gain is inreased, the feedbak system exited a slowly
rotating mode. It beomes dominant quikly that the system loses trak of the original
mode. Beause the settings used to suppress the fast rotating mode do not suppress
this slow mode, the performane of feedbak suppression is not satisfatory. This is
the result of ontrol oils failing to aurately apply the requested perturbation.
To overome this issue, the improvement in the atuator design has been fousing
on this senario. The smoothing eet is now ompensated on the output signal from
the GPU. For example, if the desired urrent is I0(t), then the output signal would
be V (t) suh that, after the smoothing eet, the atual realized urrent I on the oil
will follow I0(t). This method is referred to as "urrent ontrol". The omparison of a
ontrol oil's urrent between this method and the previous method, voltage ontrol,
is shown in Fig. 13. The suessful implementation of this urrent ontrol feedbak
method on a GPU platform is a major result of this thesis.
The ompensation in urrent ontrol is done by modeling the smoothing eet
as a RL iruit. Assume the output iruit for the amplier has resistane R and









Figure 13. Comparison between urrent ontrol and voltage ontrol. The realized urrent is
smoothed from the voltage signal sent to amplier, as is shown in part (a). If the smoothing
eet is ompensated, the realized urrent will follow the desired waveform.
This is the same as a low pass lter relation: I = LR/L[V/R]. For simpliity, resale
R = 1 and let ω0 = R/L in the model. A iruit with the same amplier and
ontrol oil is tested on the benh to reord its performane with input request at a
similar time sale as that in experiment. The data is then used to t the parameter
ω0 for the transfer funtion model. It is found that ω0/2π = 4.3kHz haraterizes
the relationship well. In the experiment, the perturbation signal ontributed by the
rotating mode has a typial frequeny around 7kHz, well above ω0/2π. This explains
the notieable smoothing eet introdued by ampliers in the feedbak system.
The smoothing eet must then be ompensated suh that experimental signals
with the typial frequeny around 7kHz an maintain its waveform through the am-
plier. If the desired signal for the oil urrent is I0, then the driving voltage of the
amplier V1 must be ompensated suh that the atual urrent, I1 = Lω[V1] will follow
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will yield I1 = I0. But this is not pratial beause
the formula will amplify the noise in I0. A more approahable way is to ompensate
through a lead-lag mehanism where high frequeny noise is not amplied. If we an
ensure I1 = Lω1 [I0] where ω1/2π is set to 20kHz, well beyond the frequeny range of
typial experimental data, then the wave form of the requested signal is maintained





















This is the formula used to ompute V1, the ompensated voltage input for transform-
ers driving ontrol oils. In previous design by Rath[32℄, the ompensation is done
based on the estimated frequeny of the rotation, whih does not work well when
the rotation frequeny is not steady. With this method, the realized oil urrent I1
follows the requested waveform losely. This is shown in Fig. 13.
E. The feedbak algorithm
This setion summarizes the feedbak algorithm that is implemented in the feed-
bak system. The algorithm is improved upon the previous version shown in [32℄. The
underlying physis model is not hanged in the new algorithm. The improvement is
foused on measuring the signal and applying the perturbations more aurately and
eiently. A simple blok diagram for the algorithm is shown in Fig. 14.
The feedbak system uses the physis model desribed in Se. III C 2. The naturally
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Figure 14. An illustration of the feedbak algorithm. Major hanges to the previous algo-
rithm is highlighted in green.
arising instability is usually an n = 1 mode and the m number depends on the edge
q of the plasma. If one uses a uniformly onstruted θ as desribed in Se. I B 2,
the struture of the mode will be A(θ) exp[i(f(θ) + ϕ +△ϕ)], with the periodiity
onstraint: f(2π) − f(0) = 2mπ. But f(θ) will not be neessarily linear on θ. The
A(θ) dependeny addresses the observation that the mode amplitude is not uniform,
usually stronger on the outboard side than on the inboard side. The global struture
used to estimate the mode must be onsistent with this observation. The expetation
of the plasma response to a proportional gain on the measurement, predited in
Se. III C 2, is used.
The GPU-based feedbak system takes in multi-hannel measurement signals
through the Analog-to-Digital onverter. Newly arrived signals update various physis
parameters desribing the plasma model in real time. The algorithm runs in parallel
by the threads on the GPU to proess the signals from multiple hannels at the same
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time. The threads then alulate the output signals and send them to the atuator
through the Digital-to-Analog onverter.
Input signals from magneti sensors are handled in four groups to produe the esti-
mation of the mode amplitude and phase. The input signals ome from the magneti
sensors measuring the hange of magneti ux through indued eletri voltage. The
signals are immediately integrated to reonstrut the total magneti eld measured
along poloidal/radial diretion. The loation of these sensors, as is shown in Se. IIA,
makes it natural to split them into four toroidal arrays. Eah of the array an measure
the mode along the toroidal diretion individually. For eah array, the n = 1 mode
amplitude and phase is desribed by the mode omponent on the sine/osine basis.
Take one array of feebak sensors in the middle plane for example, the ith sensor in
the array is loated at ϕi with measurement Si. If the mode struture is estimated as
Assinϕ+Accosϕ, then the error in estimation for eah sensor will be Si−Assinϕi−
Accosϕi. The best estimation looks for As and Ac to minimizing the penalty funtion:
∑
i
(Si − (Assinϕi + Accosϕi))2
The solution for the minimization is a simple matrix multipliation:
(As, Ac) = (S1, · · · , Sn) ·


sinϕ1 · · · sinϕn





where M † is the pseudo inverse of M . The pseudo inverse matrix does not depend
on the measurement and is omputed before the experiment begins. When the sen-
sors are evenly distributed on the mahine, this is the same as diret projeting the
measurement on the basis funtion. In the ase of malfuntioning sensors, they are
exluded from measurement and the vetors in inverse matrix dier from the ba-
sis funtion. This method is better for the unevenly distributed sensors, than the
diretion projetion method.
The mode amplitude and phase are obtained from these estimations. Ideally, one
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As and Ac are obtained, we an express the estimated mode as





c is the mode amplitude and △ϕ = arctan(Ac/As) is the mode
phase. In pratie, due to sensors mis-alignment and asymmetri equilibrium evolu-
tion, the Ac and As diretly obtained from the projetion ontain a slowly hanging
equilibrium signal that osets the utuation signal. This is where the equilibrium
estimation method disussed in Se. IVC omes in to extrat out the utuation part
of Ac and As. An example of this is shown in Fig. 15. After obtaining the utuating
omponent ontributed by the rotating mode, the mode amplitude and phase are al-
ulated with Eq. 25. Currently, only the mode measured by poloidal eld sensors are
used. The signals measured by radial sensors are not used, due to the low utuation
amplitude measured in radial eld.
Figure 15. An example of extrating the utuation signal from the mixed mode omponent.
The red line is the diretly omputed Ac, whih is learly oset from zero. Green line is the
estimated equilibrium. Blue line is the estimated utuation signal and the yellow line is
the onstant zero level for omparison.
The four groups of mode amplitude and phase provide ritial information about
how the perturbation should be applied. The amplitude distribution among the four
groups indiates the A(θ) funtion of the mode struture with respet to poloidal
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angle. And the phase shifts △ϕ between the four groups sketh the f(θ) funtion,
the helial struture of the mode. Under proportional gain, the applied perturbation
will take the same struture of the deteted mode. The hanging rate of the mode
phase against time provides an estimation for the rotation frequeny. The frequeny
estimation is implemented with the method desribed in Se. IVC.
There is a delay of 22µs between the measured signal and the applied signal. At
eah time, when a perturbation with regard to the measurement is atually applied,
the mode will have already rotated to a dierent angle with regard to the measure-
ment. At a typial frequeny around 7kHz, the shift will be around 50 degrees. It
is ompensated in the system by adding an extra phase shift to the applied pertur-
bation, depending on the estimation of the rotation frequeny. The urrent in the
oil will be alulated with respet to the desired perturbation. The perturbation is
applied by driving the ontrol oil array with the ompensated signal.
The phase shift between the measured mode and the applied perturbation is ruial
for the feedbak suppression. The algorithm tries to maintain the desired phase shift
at its best apability. The smoothing eet disussed in Se. IVD an ause the
exitation of a slow mode when the gain is high. This phenomena is observed in
[32℄ and hinders the feedbak performane as a high gain is sometimes neessary.
This smoothing eet is mitigated by adapting the ompensation method disussed
in Se. IVD. From the atual experimental data, we notie that the sudden hanges
on the oil urrent request not only ome from quik hanges in the mode phase, but
an also ome from abrupt variations in the mode amplitude. Quik response to the
mode amplitude variation may not be neessary. Compensation on this only adds
more burden to the ampliers. This observation is addressed by smoothing the mode
amplitude signal before using it for feedbak perturbation alulation. In this way,
the apaity of the ampliers will be distributed more on adapting the fast hanges
in the phase of the mode deteted.
In summary, the signal proessing steps illustrated in Fig. 14 is performed as
following:
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• Raw signals from sensors are haraterized by n = 1 mode omponents with
Eq. 24. The mode omponents are ltered by the highpass lter, the (1−Lα1)2
operator, to extrat the instability signal.
• The sine/osine mode omponents give the measured mode amplitude and phase
for the instability. The frequeny of the mode rotation is estimated by applying
L2α2∂t on the mode's phase signal.
• Proportional gain is applied on the measured mode to alulated the desired
perturbation. Time delay of the system is ompensated in mode phase. The
mode amplitude is smoothed by lowpass lter, the Lα3 operator.
• The nal output is transformed through Eq. 23, to ompensate the delay aused
by the ampliers' rising time for signal.
Compared with previous design, the new algorithm uses a new ost-eient
method to extrat utuation signals from magneti sensors, adapts the urrent
ontrol method that provides quiker ontrol oil response and ahieves better phase
auray in feedbak ontrol. These improvements resulted in stronger feedbak
results and feedbak suppressions are suessfully demonstrated under dierent wall
onditions, and artiially slowed plasma. Details about the experiment are disussed
in next setion.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE FEEDBACK SYSTEM
This hapter desribes the experimental results of this thesis. First, we present the
result where feedbak suppression is ahieved on the ordinary wall ondition, whih is
a diret improvement ompared with results shown in [31, 32℄. Seond, the feedbak
result on dierent wall onditions are presented, where plasma is more unstable with
redued wall oupling. Finally, the feedbak result on plasma slowed by bias probe is
disussed.
A. Feedbak suppression
The feedbak system performane on HBT-EP has improved with the newly devel-
oped algorithm. The suppression eet is observed over a long duration and the issue
with exitation of the slow mode is redued. The three disharges shown in Fig. 16
have dierent feedbak settings: one is a referene disharge, one is with feedbak
starting at 2.5ms and swithed o at 6ms, the last one has feedbak turned on at
2.5ms but swithed o at 4.2ms. The mode's amplitude is redued when the feedbak
suppression is ative and rises after feedbak is swithed o.
The slow or aeleration eet of the feedbak system is also evident in the exper-
iment. With proper phase shift applied, the mode rotation frequeny an be aeted.
This is onsistent with previous observation. Shown in Fig. 17 are two examples
where the mode is aelerated or slowed by the feedbak perturbation. Dierent
phase shift is applied in eah ase. This onrms that maintaining the orret phase
shift between perturbation and measurement is ruial for the mode suppression. In-
aurate phase shift applied in a feedbak suppression setting will result in modied
mode rotation, and even exitation other slow modes, as is observed in the previous
feedbak system[32℄.
Fourier transformation on the mode signal gives another view of the mode suppres-
sion eet. For the mode signal, the time series of the sine/osine pair is ombined
into a omplex trae: Ac + iAs, whih is the input of the Fourier transformation.
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Figure 16. Three disharges:(a) without feedbak, (b) with feedbak ative from 2.5ms
to 6.0ms, and () with feedbak ative from 2.5ms to 4.2ms. The top 3 plots show the
sine/osine mode omponents for eah disharge. The grayed area indiates when feedbak
is on. The 4th plot shows the smoothed mode amplitudes: 86061(blue)(a) is a referene
disharge whih disrupts at ∼4.8ms. 86205(red)() has the mode amplitude going bak up
after the feedbak is turned o. The bottom plot shows the plasma urrent of the three
disharges.
This views the mode rotation as a ombination of signals at dierent frequenies. It
illustrates how muh energy is distributed at eah frequeny interval. The spetral
analysis, shown in Fig. 18a, ompared with Fig. 6 in Ref. [31℄, reprodued in Fig. 18b,
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Figure 17. Example of the feedbak system slowing down the mode rotation or aelerate
the rotation. The rst row is the ontour plot of the mode measured on magneti sensors.
The seond row shows the deteted mode signal against the applied perturbation mode (CC
stands for ontrol oil). Dierent phase shift between the deteted mode and perturbation
is applied in the two ases. In both plots, the plasma rotation hanges signiantly after
the ontrol oil is turned on.
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indiates a muh stronger suppression eet at all frequenies, with no slowly rotating
mode exited.
Figure 18. Phase san plot for "all walls in" ongurations. On the rst row, the left plot
ompares the feedbak suppressed/amplied disharges to the referene disharge. The right
plot shows how the spetrum of the mode is aeted with dierent phase shifts. The S and
A symbols indiate the phase for suppression and ampliation. The dependeny on △φ is
onsistent with the simulation shown in Fig. 9. The seond row is a reprodue of Fig. 6 in
Ref. [31℄. The positive diretion of frequeny was opposite to the atual rotation diretion.
For other results shown in this paper, the positive diretion of frequeny is aligned with
mode rotation.
To better understand the role of phase shift in the feedbak system, a phase san of
the parameter is performed, with other parameters xed. For eah phase shift hosen,
the plasma with feedbak on is tested. The spetrum analysis on the mode rotation
is arried out. All the data is aggregated into one single ontour polar plot, with the
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olor indiating the strength of the spetrum. The result is shown in the ontour plot
in Fig. 18a. When the phase shift is roughly 90 degrees ahead of suppression ase,
the mode is slowed, and the spetrum density is pushed toward the low frequeny
region. When the phase shift is roughly 90 degrees behind the suppression ase, the
mode is aelerated. When the phase shift is opposite to the suppression ase, the
mode is amplied.
B. Feedbak with dierent wall onguration
The feedbak system is also tested with dierent wall ongurations. As is shown
in Se. IIA, HBT-EP has a 2x10 set of in-vessel wall segments whose radial positions
an be adjusted individually. The following wall ongurations are onsidered in the
experiment:
1. All of the shells are lose to the plasma surfae: the all walls in onguration.
2. The stainless walls are lose and the ferriti walls far away from the plasma:
the stainless walls in onguration.
3. The ferriti walls are lose and the stainless walls far away from the plasma:
the ferriti walls in onguration.
4. All of the walls are far away from the plasma, the all walls out onguration.
The positions of the shells, on whih the ferriti materials are mounted, are used
as the referene point for wall onguration. In the all walls in or all walls out
onguration, all the shells are maintained at the same radial position. This means
that the layer of the ferriti material, being 5.6mm thik, will stay loser to the plasma
surfae than the surfae of the stainless steal segment. The hoie is made in this way
so that the eddy urrent on the wall, and the ontrol oils, will be at the same level of
radial position. When in the stainless walls in or ferriti walls in onguration, the
radial positions of the sensors and oils will be staggered. This reates a n = 5 ripple
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eet on the deteted signal and applied perturbation. Fortunately, with q ∼ 3, the
n = 5 mode resonates with plasma would have m = 15 whih, with spatial deay rate
of (a/b)2m, would not have a strong response from plasma. So the analysis on this
mode number is not examined. The detetion in feedbak system thus only works on
the n = 1 signal omponent, and does not implement any algorithm to ompensate
this n = 5 ripple eet.
Wall Wall Feedbak Control urrent
onguration oupling c gain(A/G) for suppression(A)
All walls in 0.1 2.0 12.2
Stainless walls in 0.07 4.0 13.3
Ferriti walls in 0.07* 5.0 23.3
All walls out 0.05 5.5 33.1
Table II. Experimental parameters for dierent wall onguration ases. The oupling oef-
ient, c, is alulated with VALEN[38℄ without inluding the ferriti material eet. (*)The
c in the ferriti wall ase should be smaller than that in the stainless wall ase beause of
shielding from ferriti tiles. The ontrol oil urrent for suppression is the averaged urrent
amplitude driven on oils in the feedbak suppression ase.
The eetive plasma wall oupling oeient c is modied when adjusting the shell
positions beause of its dependene on the ratio of plasma radius, a, and ondutive
wall radius, b. For a uniform, ylindrial wall, c ∼ (a/b)2m. The c fator drops by
∼ 50% when hanging from the all walls in ase to the all walls out ase. Numeri
evaluations using VALEN for the four wall ases on a (3, 1) kink mode are shown in
Tab. II. Plasma is more unstable at redued wall oupling[6℄. Inreased feedbak gain
and stronger magneti perturbation are required to ahieve feedbak suppression.
The new ontrol algorithm ahieves feedbak suppression in all 4 ases. In eah
ase, the performane of feedbak is examined with a san of the phase shift parameter
△φ while maintaining other onditions xed. As predited by simulation, mode
aeleration, suppression, deeleration, and ampliation are observed depending on
△φ. For the all walls in ase, the feedbak suppression is ahieved with a gain at
2A/Gauss, whih drives the ontrol oils with a urrent signal peaking around 12A.
This oil urrent is onsistent with the results shown in [32℄, without exitation of
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Figure 19. Phase san plots for dierent wall ongurations. As the wall oupling is weak-
ened or ferriti material is introdued, the suppression beomes less eetive and the gain
needs to be inreased.
the slowly rotating mode. Sine the plasma beomes less oupled to the wall when
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the shells are retrated, the gain must be inreased to ahieve suppression with lower
c. In eah ase, the gain is adjusted to the point where lear mode suppression is
observed. Installation of the ferriti material in HBT-EP has made plasma more
unstable, as is reported in [44℄. Although the model in [34℄ predits the growth
rate to inrease proportional to the relative permeability, µr (≈ 8 in our ase), the
observed growth rate inrement ratio is around 1.5 to 2.0 [35℄. This is in part due to
the partial overage of the ferriti material around the plasma, ∼ 15% in our ase.
Mode suppression for the ferriti walls in ase is ahieved, with inreased feedbak
gain. The performane on the spetrum analysis is not as lear as that for the all
walls in ase. The results are shown in Fig. 19.
C. Feedbak with dierent plasma rotation
The feedbak system is tested with slowed plasma under the All walls in on-
guration. In HBT-EP, the plasma rotation an be modied by an internal biased
eletrode (alled bias probe), whih drives a radial urrent aross the plasma and
indues angular momentum through J ×B fore[45℄. A plasma with slowed rotation
gives a smaller torque parameter ᾱ [19℄. The natural rotation frequeny of a mode
in HBT-EP is 7 ∼ 8kHz. This tehnique slows the mode rotation to 4kHz with the
bias probe voltage set at 40V with respet to the hamber's ground, driving a radial
urrent ∼ 30A. An example of this disharge is shown in Fig. 20.
The bias probe is also managed by the feedbak system. The GPU uses one thread
to ontrol the voltage on the bias probe in the same way as it drives other ontrol
oils. The output signal is updated in real time and has the apability of adjust-
ing the bias probe's voltage with respet to the measured mode signal. Currently,
the output voltage is preprogrammed for the disharge, without ative feedbak on
the information from the measurement. This modies the overall plasma rotation
frequeny to a predened range.
As the rotation being slowed, the growth rate of the mode inreases, and a feedbak
gain at 3 A/Gauss ahieves an equivalent suppression. As predited in Fig. 10, the
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Figure 20. A typial shot where plasma is slowed by the bias probe. Bias probe is gradually
turned on starting at 1.8ms and the voltage is maintained at 40V. Plasma rotation is visibly
slowed, as is shown in the ontour plot on the top.
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Figure 21. Feedbak phase san on plasma disharges slowed with the bias probe. The
spetrum density is shifted toward lower frequeny beause the plasma is slowed by the bias
probe. △φ for suppression is around 290◦.
drop in rotation redues the ᾱ parameter whih also dereases the optimal phase shift
for suppression. As is shown in Fig. 21, the optimal phase shift for suppression is
around 290 degrees in slowed plasma while it is 330 degrees in the non-slowed ase
shown in Fig. 19.
In summary, suppression on fast kink mode is ahieved without exitation of slow
mode in the improved feedbak system. Even with unfavourable wall ongurations
where the plasma is more unstable, feedbak suppression is still ahieved, at higher
feedbak gain. The system also works when the plasma rotation is slowed by the bias
probe.
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VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Tokamak is the magnient art of modern siene whih seeks energy through one
of the most violent proesses in nature, while sustainably keeping the whole devie
in order and under ontrol. Control of instability is the main ontribution of this
thesis to the study of plasma, whih is summarized in Se. A. Suggestions of further
researh is disussed in Se. B.
A. Summary of the results
The plasma investigated in HBT-EP has a dominant instability, that is a fast
rotating kink mode, whose (m,n) number is losely related to the edge q, whih, in
most ases presented in this thesis, is exemplied by a strong (m,n) = (3, 1) mode.
As is shown in Se. II, the mode's fast rotation (∼ 7kHz), further ompliated by the
fast variation in amplitude and frequeny, suggests the need of a time ritial and
aurate phase response from the feedbak ontrol system. A ontrol from outside is
only eetive, when it ats at the speed of the instability from inside.
The improved feedbak system presented in this thesis has demonstrated sustained
and lear feedbak suppression eet on the fast rotating unstable mode. In ontrast
to the previous method reported in Ref[46℄, the new system suppresses the mode at
all frequeny, without slow mode exitation as the side eet of high proportional
gain.
The system is further examined under onditions where inreased instability of
plasma is indued by modied wall ongurations. These additional ongurations
inlude 'ferriti walls in', 'stainless walls in' and 'all walls out' senarios. Furthermore,
plasma with slowed rotation is another senario reated to add in more instability.
Notwithstanding all of these unfavorable onditions, mode suppression is ahieved at
all ases. This demonstrates the exibility of the feedbak system. Details of these
results are shown in Se. V, Fig. 19.
Observations in experiment onrm the theoretial model, whih predits mode
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suppression, aeleration, ampliation and deeleration with speied phase shift.
Moreover, derease of oupling oeient c, indued by the retration of wall, requires
higher proportional gain to ahieve omparable suppression eet. Comparison of the
'ferriti walls in' and 'stainless walls in' is onsistent with the predition of inreased
gain. In the ase of plasma slowed with bias probe, modiation to the optimal
phase shift for suppression is observed, as is seen in the theoretial model disussed
in Se. III.
The improved feedbak system results from its better phase auray between
the deteted instability and the applied perturbation. Suh perturbation, requested
to be in resonane with the fast evolving instability, is diult to deliver, when the
system drives the ontrol oils through ampliers. The amplier, as a transmitter and
transformer, intrinsially delays and smooths the signal. To ompensate for this lag,
urrent ontrol method is implemented to enhane the applied urrent. This method
is modied from its original lassial form, to adapt the situation that measurement
on the oil urrent is not readily available in the system for losed loop alulation,
to redue the lateny. Furthermore, to improve the auray in phase rather than
amplitude, the deteted mode amplitude is smoothed to mitigate its exating impat
on the system's apaity. Full explanation of this algorithm is shown in Se. IV.
The windowed averaging method in previous design is substituted with the expo-
nential weighted linear tting method, implemented through digital band pass lters.
This method maintains the quality of the regression on system states, while inreasing
the eieny in memory storage and transfer. Suh eieny allows the program to
nish alulations in the short time yle ritial for the feedbak suppression.
Simultaneous operation on ontrol oils and bias probe, in the slowed plasma
senario, opened another possibility for the the GPU-based feedbak system. This
experiment proves in priniple that, through areful design, the feedbak system an
exert the power of magneti oils and bias probe both, from inside and outside the
plasma, for the purpose of instability suppression.
In all, this thesis shows the reent progress of HBT-EP made on the GPU-based
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feedbak ontrol system. The system takes 80 magneti eld sensors as input, 40
in-vessel oils and 1 bias probe as output, to apply perturbation on the plasma.
This parallel omputation system samples data every 6µs, exhibiting a total lateny
around 22µs between the measured signal and the delivered output. The exibility
in the design environment has allowed us to test numerous implementations and will
ontinue to assist us in the future researh.
The feedbak suppression on plasma instability is important for the ITER exper-
iment and pragmati fusion. Knowledge presented by this thesis ontributes to the
feedbak system design on these devies, where fast and aurate response to plasma
instability is ritial.
B. Diretion of future researh
Suess of the feedbak ontrol in HBT-EP with the urrent GPU-based system has
opened promising areas for future researh, inluding: integration of more hardware
into the system, design and test of other algorithms and further investigation of the
theoretial model for the plasma.
The physis model for plasma desribed in Se. III C 2 is onsistent with the ex-
perimental observations. The agreement is, however, qualitative. This is expeted
beause the urrent linear single heliity model is yet to onsider multi-mode eet, or
the hange of equilibrium, and thus dominant instability, against time. More ompre-
hensive simulations, together with onsiderations about the 3D struture in HBT-EP
in the future, is needed to provide better preditions about what gain will be used for
feedbak suppression. The system an then adaptively hange the feedbak sheme
based on the equilibrium information olleted at run time. This will improve the
robustness of the system.
The feedbak performane on instability suppression is the main topi of this
thesis. Its apability, however, should not be limited to this. HBT-EP is suseptible to
disruption when operating with q ∼ 2. Preliminary tests have shown that the feedbak
system an delay the disruption to some extent by reduing the (m,n) = (2, 1) mode
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ativity[44℄. This apability ould be further explored to see the system's potential
in mitigating disruption in general.
Having integrated the bias probe into its output, the system will then atively
ontrol the bias probe voltage to maintain a target plasma rotation. Speially are-
fulness is required in the estimation of plasma rotation frequeny for the losed-loop
alulation. Delays in the losed loop feedbak ould indue unwanted exitations,
as has been seen in the previous design. Experimental observations so far suggest
that the plasma rotation has more variation with the inserted bias probe. Applying
a voltage on the probe will shift the average rotation frequeny of plasma, and widen
the frequeny distribution at the same time. This must be taken into onsideration
when designing the feedbak rotation ontrol with the bias probe.
The feedbak system ould also be used for major radius ontrol in the future.
The system an take signals from rogowski oils, whih provide estimations of the
plasma major radius. The ontrol oils an be programmed to reate vertial elds at
the edge of the plasma and apply a horizontal fore on the plasma toroidal urrent,
resulting in the movement of the major radius. At present, the major radius of a
disharge in HBT-EP drifts over time. Maintaining a more steady major radius is
desirable for post analysis, where the addition impat from plasma radius an be
ruled out. Investigation on whether the feedbak system an ahieve ertain level of
major radius ontrol is aligned with the interest of other studies in the group.
Current experimental observations suggest that the fast hanges of mode amplitude
and frequeny, desribed in Se. II, is assoiated with strong signals measured by the
soft X-ray detetor, whih implies internal plasma ativity. If the onnetion between
plasma instability and its internal ativity an be learly established, suh knowledge
would enhane the feedbak performane by guiding the system with real-time internal
measurement.
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I. APPENDIX: COORDINATE SYSTEMS FOR TORUS
Coordinate systems are needed to desribe things quantitatively in spae. Most
people are familiar with the Cartesian oordinate (x, y, z) where the distane between
two points is ds =
√
dx2 + dy2 + dz2. The basis vetors ~x, ~y and ~z are orthogonal
and never hanges their diretion in the spae. Dierential operators under this
oordinate system have straight forward expressions whih are easy to arry out. It
is used in many plaes. However, there are some oasions where it might be more
onvenient to use other oordinate systems. This is speially true when the objets of
interest already have some basi shapes inherited in them. For example, using radial
oordinate to desribe orbital trajetories of earth around the sun might be preferred.
Spherial oordinate oordinates ould be a better hoie when studying the ight
paths around the earth. Dierential operators beome more ompliated to arry
out in ertain situations, but more intuition of the problem is gained by desribing it
under the natural oordinate system.
For the study of tokamak, speial oordinate systems are adapted to desribe the
torus, the shape in whih the plasma is onned. If one piks a magneti eld line in
plasma and follows it, the eld line usually goes around the mahine over and over,
eventually skething out a surfae. In some ases, the eld line will simply bite its
own tail after nite loops. Sometimes it will atually ll up a volume rather than a
surfae inside the plasma. The surfae skethed by the magneti eld lines is alled the
magneti surfae. It has the shape of a torus for the plasma in tokamak. Sine plasma
an, on the rst order, move freely alone magneti eld lines, physis quantities like
temperature, pressure, eletri potential e.t.. are usually approximated as idential,
on the leading order, within a magneti surfae. This an be expressed as
~B · ~∇f = 0
for f being these quantities of interest. These quantities are also alled magneti
labels beause they an be used to identify the magneti surfae. Quite naturally, the
magneti surfae label is a good parameter to desribe the spaial point in plasma.
Eah surfae will then be parametrized by two additional salars. Most oordinate
systems used by plasma physiists are onstruted in this way.
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The numeri result of the dierential operations should not depend on the o-
ordinate system used. However, with respet to eah omponent along the basis
diretion, the analytial expression beomes more ompliated under ertain natu-
ral oordinates. This is a trade o to gain more intuition about the physis in the
problem. This setion of the thesis fouses on showing tangible ways of obtaining ex-
pressions for frequently used dierential operations suh as gradient, divergene, url
and other similar ones. The analyti expressions, while ompliated, an surely be
arried out one everything is learly dened. This failitates using omputer ode to
do numeri evaluation on the physis quantities of interest. One only needs to make
sure that suh expressions are derived orretly.
A. General oordinate systems
This setion disusses the oordinate system with the least assumption. Only the
metri, whih desribes distane between points, is needed as the starting point. Ex-
pressions for dierential operators will be derived under the most generalized onept.
They are thus suitable for more spei ases. This setion overs the mostly used
dierential operators in analysis and gives detailed steps in obtaining them. For the
ones that are not overed, they an be obtained following similar ways. Assuming
only the existene of the metri and deriving the whole theory based on it, the theory
is self-onsistent. With the knowledge of this theory, one will be able to identify
situations where assumptions under some awed oordinate system are ontroversial
to eah other. This an happen when one tries to address the urvature, espeially
for the toroidal diretion in plasma, with a quik work around. Sometimes those
workarounds work ne loally, but beome inonsistent one viewed under the global
struture.
Three parameters are needed to uniquely identify a point in a 3D system. This
an be expressed as ~x = {x1, x2, x3} where ~x denotes the position of the point. xi are
the three parameters. In the Cartesian system, one has ~x = {x, y, z}. The position of
the point should not be dependent on how it is parametrized, and should be onsis-
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tent aross dierent oordinate systems. There must be a unique mapping between
(x, y, z) ⇄ {x1, x2, x3}. This implies the existene of the relation x = x(x1, x2, x3),
y = y(x1, x2, x3), z = z(x1, x2, x3). The mapping of {x1, x2, x2} → {x, y, z} does not
neessarily need to be linear, as long as it is one-to-one. Certain boundaries might
exist to ensure the one-to-one property. For example, in a radial oordinate system,
one often has θ ∈ [−π, π) to avoid multiple points mapping into the same position.
Most importantly, the distane between two points should be onsistent ross dierent
oordinate systems:
ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2
= dx2(x1, x2, x3) + dy2(x1, x2, x3) + dz2(x1, x2, x3)
As we will see in the later derivation, this is the fundamental assumption that gener-
ates the analytial expressions for other onepts.
Basis diretions are dened in general oordinates. They serve as the similar
funtions as ~ex, ~ey and ~ez in Cartesian. The basis diretions are dened by ~ei =
∂~x/∂xi, whih shows how will the position hange if only one of the parameters is
inreased. This denition is onsistent with that in Cartesian. As is shown in Fig. 22,
the vetor basis shows the diretion of how ~x will move, with innitesimal hange of
xi. The vetors are straight, at eah point evaluated, while ~x an follow a urved
path as xi inreases. If one onsiders the surfae onstruted by holding x1 = Const,
while varying x2 and x3 freely, then at every point on this surfae, ~e2 and ~e3 will be
tangential to the surfae. This is why they are also alled tangential basis vetors.
Dierent from that in Cartesian, the tangential basis vetors do not need to be of
unit length. In fat, the length reets the ratio of how quikly the point moves over
the hange of the parameter.
Inner prodution in general oordinate system is dened onsistently with that
in Cartesian. Let's rst dene the inner produt between basis vetors. Consider
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Figure 22. An illustration of the tangential basis vetor.
~x0 = {x10, x20, x30} then ~e1△x1 = {x10 +△x1, x20, x30} − ~x0. The inner produt between
basis vetors are dened as if they are measured under the Cartesian:
~e1 · ~e2 = lim
△x1,△x2→0
({x10 +△x1, x2, x3} − ~x0) · ({x10, x2 +△x2, x3} − ~x0)
△x1△x2
The expression is similar for any ~ei ·~ej. The matrix gij = ~ei ·~ej is alled the Jaobian




g is alled Jaobi. Inner produt between arbitrary
vetors is a linear ombination of gij. This will be shown below in this setion.
There is another set of basis vetors that are equally important in the theory
of general oordinate systems, alled ontravariant basis vetors. They are along
the diretions that are normal to the surfaes onstruted with xi = Const. They are
noted as
~∇xi, and the length of eah one shows how fast does xi hanges when moving
along this diretion. It is also alled the gradient of funtion xi(~x). Moving along
~e1 by δx
1~e1 will hange the value of x
1
by exatly δx1, whih implies ~e1 · ~∇x1 = 1.
Sine moving along the diretion ~e2 won't hange x
1
, one has ~e2 · ~∇x1 = 0. More
generally,
~∇xi · ~ej = δi,j. In the Cartesian, ~∇xi = ~ei, but in the general ase, they
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an be pointing along dierent diretions and the lengths an also be dierent.
The diretions and lengths of these basis vetors usually depend on position. This
is evident in the denition of ~ei = ∂~x/∂x
i
and
~∇xi. It means that the basis vetors
are always dened in the loal ontext. Any vetor analysis derived using the general
oordinate system should be interpreted with this in mind. If one wants to express
some non-loal quantities, integrations over a line, a surfae or a volume will often
be involved. Inner produt alone is not enough to desribe the non-loal distane,
exept for ertain ases like Cartesian. For example, the distanes between (r1, θ1)
and (r2, θ2) usually annot be simply expressed as a funtion of △r = r1 − r2 and
△θ = θ2 − θ1, unless the assumption △r,△θ→ 0 is implied.
Any vetor
~A an be deomposed by these basis vetors. If the tangential basis
vetors are used, then it an be expressed as:




The deomposition is unique, beause the oeients are given by Ai = ~A · ~∇xi.
Similarly, one an uniquely deompose the vetor with ontravariant basis vetors:
~A = A1~∇x1 + A2~∇x2 + A3~∇x3 = Ai~∇xi (26)
and the oeients are obtained with Ai = ~A · ~ei. These oeients give us a onve-
nient way of expressing the inner produt of two vetors:
~A · ~B = AiBi = AiBi = AiBjgi,j
In the last formula, gi,j enters the expression when ~A and ~B are deomposed using
the same vetor basis ~ei. It addresses the issue that ~ei is not orthogonal to eah other,
nor are they neessarily of unit length. From the above equation, one an also see




Volume is another important onept in general oordinate system. For three lin-
early independent innitesimal diretions d ~A, d ~B, d ~C, they onstrut a innitesimal
volume element dV = (d ~A × d ~B) · d ~C. By denition, the value of dV should be o-
ordinate system independent. In Cartesian, the volume onstruted by basis vetors
dx~ex, dy~ey and dz~ez are just dxdydz, beause (~ex × ~ey) · ~ez = 1. Any other vetor
an always be deomposed as a ombination of the basis vetors and the volume on-
struted with suh vetors an be expressed in a similar manner. This means, for a
general oordinate system, one only needs to know the value of V = (~e1 × ~e2) · ~e3. If
the basis vetor ~ei an be expressed under Cartesian as {eix, eiy, eiz}, then V an be
























where M is used to denote the 3x3 matrix. V an be alulated with the following
linear algebra trik. One has















~e1 · ~e1 ~e1 · ~e2 ~e1 · ~e3
~e2 · ~e1 ~e2 · ~e2 ~e2 · ~e3












V = J =
√
g = (~e1 × ~e2) · ~e3 (28)
is the basi volume onstruted by the basis vetors. Notie that the value of g is
spae dependent. It is an important variable that will be used many times in the
later derivations.
The above expression also provides another important formula for the ross produt
between two basis vetors. ~e1 × ~e2 should be perpendiular to both ~e1 and ~e2, so it
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must be along the diretion of
~∇x3: ~e1 × ~e2 = c~∇x3. Sine ~∇x3 · ~e3 = 1, ombined
with Eq. 28, one see that ~e1 × ~e2 = J ~∇x3. More generally, we have
~ei × ~ej = Jǫi,j,k~∇xk
where ǫ1,2,3 = 1 and ǫi,j,k = ǫj,k,i = −ǫj,i,k. So its value an only be 1, -1, or 0.
The linear Independene of the basis vetors ensures that g 6= 0. This means the
matrix gij is non-singular and thus an be inverted. The inverted matrix is alled
gij = (gij)
−1
. From Eq. 27, one obtains that Ai = Ajg
ij
. Beause Ai = ~A · ~∇xi =
(Aj ~∇xj) · ~∇xi = Aj ~∇xj · ~∇xi, this implies that eah entry of the matrix satises:
gij = ~∇xi · ~∇xj
Using similar derivations above, one an hek that
(~∇x1 × ~∇x2) · ~∇x3 =
√
gi,j = 1/J
~∇xi × ~∇xj = ǫi,j,k~ek/J
The gradient operator on a salar funtion an be expressed under the framework
of the general oordinate system. Consider the gradient funtion
~∇f , whih denes
how muh will the salar funtion hange in spae. Speially, if the point moves
innitesimally by δx1~e1, the value of f should hange by δx
1~e1·~∇f . On the other hand,




δx1. Comparing these two, one has
∂f
∂xi
= ~ei · ~∇f
Comparing this with Eq. 26, and notiing that the deomposition is unique, we obtain
the deomposition of





The divergene of a vetor
~A reets the net ux generated in a volume. The
same method that being used to derive divergene formula under Cartesian an also
be applied under the general oordinate system. At point ~x = {x1, x2, x3}, onsider
a box onstruted by dx1~e1, dx
2~e2 and dx
3~e3. The volume of the box is Jdx
1dx2dx3.
Consider two surfaes, one onstruted by dx1~e1 and dx
2~e2 at ~x and the other at
~x+ dx3~e3. The ux of ~A through the surfae d~S is ~A · d~S, where the surfae element
is dened by the two edges onstruting the surfae: d~S = dx1~e1 × dx2~e2. The net
ontribution of the ux through these two surfaes will be
dx3





Adding all the net ux through the six surfaes of the box, the total would be
dx1dx2dx3∂(JAi)/∂xi. This is generated within a volume of Jdx1dx2dx3, implying
that the divergene of the vetor eld
~A at this point must be:
~∇ · ~A = ∂JA
i
J∂xi
The url of a vetor eld
~A an be easily expressed by using ~A = Ai~∇xi and by
deomposing the gradient funtion
~∇Ai with ontravariant basis funtion:
~∇× ~A = ~∇× (Ai~∇xi)









where we have used
~∇xi × ~∇xj = ǫijk~ek/J in the last step. This formula expresses
~∇× ~A with the tangential basis vetors.
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Laplaian is another important dierential operator often enountered in physis.
Laplaian of a salar funtion is the divergene of the gradient of this funtion. Sine
we already know the formula for both of this operators, it is easy to ombine them
and obtain:




















where we have used Ai = ~A · ~∇xi and gij = ~∇xi · ~∇xj in the derivation.
For evaluation purpose, values like gij, J will be omputed one the oordinate
system is onstruted. The omputation an be done analytially if the oordinate
system has some niely dened shape like irle or sphere. It an also be done just
numerially if analyti expression is not pratial. The point is, a theorist an use the
dierential operators freely in the derivation without worrying about the evaluation
of them. The notation of
~∇ operator should be kept as long as possible before the
nal evaluation proess. In the nal evaluation, if the oordinate system is wisely
hosen, the system will often be symmetri with respet to ertain parameters and
one may nd that ∂f/∂x1 ≡ 0 holds everywhere. Suh features will usually simplify
the evaluation proess and ompensate for the ompliity involved in the matrix: gi,j.
The basis vetors an be spae dependent, varying their diretions and lengths as
they move in spae. This subtlety an produe extra terms in the expression when
dierential operators are applied on the basis vetors. Christoel symbol Γkij is used
to address suh variations of the basis vetors with spae. For a basis vetor ~ej, its
variation rate along parameter xi is also an vetor and thus an be expressed as a linear
ombination of the tangential basis vetors. The oeients of the deomposition are










It has 27 entries as i, j and k runs over 1,2,3. The Christoel symbol an be evaluated

















Detailed derivation for this formula is omitted here. There are some interesting















It beomes ompelling to use Christoel symbol when tensors are mixed with
dierential operators. Here we show some examples of its appliation. One should
be enouraged to use them if the analytial derivations an be made more lear and
preise.
The rst example is about the tensor
~∇ ~A, where the dierential operator is applied
on vetor
~A not in the sense of divergene nor url. Sine it is a tensor, we want to
know how an eah entries be expressed in terms of Ai or A
j
if the tensor is ast into
a matrix form. The meaning of the tensor
~∇ ~A beomes more lear by dot-produting
it with vetor ~u on the left. This gives the hange rate of ~A along the diretion of ~u:













T = T ij~ei~ej = Ti
j ~∇xi~ej , we have ~u ·
←→
T = ukTi
j~ek · ~∇xi~ej = uiTij . Comparing
the expressions, one has the deomposition of
~∇ ~A under basis vetors:









The seond example is about the divergene of a tensor:
~∇ · ←→T . Here the ux
onsidered is not a salar but a vetor: d~S · ←→T . By the same method used to derive





















Sum the ux from all surfaes, one has
~∇·←→T expressed in terms of the basis vetors:
~∇ ·←→T √gδx1δx2δx3 =
˚
S



















The expression for the Laplaian on a vetor eld is just a ombination of the
above two:
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∇2 ~A = ~∇ · (~∇ ~A)


















whih is a rather ompliated form.
B. Coordinate systems used for plasma
Many types of oordinate systems are used in plasma physis, either to failitate
analyti derivation or to serve as the foundation of numerial omputation. For
most ases, the oordinate system is natural to plasma by assuming that one of
the parameters represents the equilibrium magneti surfae label. Here are a few
examples.
1. Cylindrial oordinate system
The ylindrial oordinate system is probably the most widely used one, espeially
for quik estimation. The plasma is modelled by bending the torus straight again.
In this way, the torus beomes a ylinder and the magneti surfaes are desribed
by r = Const surfaes. Curvature in the toroidiity is negleted. The onsisteny in
the toroidal diretion is enfored by assuming a periodiity of L = 2πR along the
z diretion, where R is the major radius of the torus. The helial struture of the
plasma is aptured in this model. Many theories, suh as the redued MHD shown
in Se. IIIA 1, are based on this model. The analytial derivation is simpler than its
full 3D ounterpart but the results obtained still provide plenty intuition about the
nature of the problem.
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The ylindrial oordinate system uses three parameters (r, θ, z) to identify a point











x = r cos θ
y = r sin θ
z = z
The magneti eld lines are onned on the r = Const surfaes and thus the magneti
eld an be expressed as
~B ∝ q~ez + ~eθ. q is alled the safety fator, whih indiates
the heliity of the magneti eld. It is often assumed to be onstant on eah magneti
surfaes: q = q(r). To make the periodiity onstrain more lear, the z parameter is
often substituted with z = R0φ where φ is alled the toroidiity angle. This reminds
people that any funtion dened on the domain must satisfy f(φ) = f(φ+ 2π).
This is an orthogonal oordinate system with grr = 1, gzz = 1 and gθθ = r
2
. Using
the formulas desribed in above setion, one hek the expressions of divergene, url
and Laplaian. The results are skipped here.
2. Simple oordinate system representing torus
To inlude the urvature from toroidiity, a oordinate system tting the shape of













x = (R0 + r cos θ) cosφ
y = (R0 + r cos θ) sinφ
z = r sin θ
where the xed onstant R0 is alled the major radius. The r is alled minor radius
and the family of r = Const surfaes takes the shape of a torus. They represent the
layers of magneti surfaes inside the plasma.
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This is an orthogonal oordinate system with
er = {cosθcosφ, cosθsinφ, sinθ}T
eθ = {−rsinθcosφ,−rsinθsinφ, rcosθ}T
eφ = {−(R0 + rcosθ)sinφ, (R0 + rcosθ)cosφ, 0}T
gij = Diag{1, r2, (R0 + rcosθ)2}
√
g = r(R0 + rcosθ)
From this, one an obtain the expression for the divergene operator:






























Note that Aθ = ~A · ~∇θ and ~∇θ is of length r. This is dierent from some expression
where the θ omponent for ~A is alulated by inner prodution of ~A with a unit
vetor along the θ diretion. The same is true for the notation of Aφ. The Laplaian














































The expressions have beome onsiderably more ompliated than that in the ylin-
drial ase. This is needed to inlude the urvature eet related with the toroidiity.
Some theory rst approahes the problem using ylindrial model, then expands the
problem into this system to inlude possible toroidiity eet. Nevertheless, the above
expression an easily be programmed for numerial omputation.
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3. Flux oordinate system
The ux oordinate system tries to fully desribe the shape of the magneti sur-
fae and usually does not have nie analytial expressions shown above. The above
examples rst onstrut the oordinate system and then assume the magneti sur-
faes in the plasma will t with the r = Const surfaes. In reality, the equilibrium
magneti eld often have some asymmetri 3D strutures that do not easily t with
a pre-dened nie oordinate system. Another approah would be, starting from
the existing magneti eld and then build a general oordinate system on top of it.
This approah assumes the existene of magneti surfaes aross the plasma region
of interest.
The ux oordinate system uses (ψ, θ, ϕ) to parametrize the spae. The parameter
ψ is used to label the plasma surfaes. Points with the same ψ resides on the same
magneti surfae and vie versa. On eah surfae, (θ, ϕ) ∈ [0, 2π)× [0, 2π) are used to
parametrize the surfae. Usually θ is used to denote the poloidal angle. Fixing other
parameters, inrease θ by 2π and the point will nish a whole irle around the torus
poloidally. ϕ is used for the toroidal angle with similar meaning. There are plenty
freedom here for the hoies of the two parameters.
The heliity of the magneti eld is dened by the safety fator q. The magneti
surfaes an be onsidered as layers of tubes in the plasma. Let ψ = 0 denote the
enter axis of these layers and ψ inreases as the point moves to outer layers. The
magneti eld lines do not ow aross the tube. Consider one tube at ψ = a, the
total magneti ux though the tube along the toroidal diretion is alled the ΨT .




Between the two layers, the ux also ows poloidally and the eld lines do not ross
the boundary on either side. This makes another onserved quantity between the two
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layers. One an dene the poloidal ux ΨP (ψ), whih does not depend on θ, as:




Both ΨT and ΨP only depend on the magneti surfae label ψ. The safety fator is




If one onsiders a thin layer between two magneti surfaes ψ and ψ + δψ. Let δΨT
be the toroidal ux in this layer and δΨP be the poloidal ux in this layer. Aording
to the denition, q will be the ratio of this two. Piking one magneti eld line going
along the surfae, one an see that, after a large number of irles, q will be the ratio
of the number of turns in the toroidal diretion over that in the poloidal diretion.
The onept of q helps in the hoie of (θ, ϕ). If one rst set ϕ as the natural
toroidal angle like φ in the previous example, then θ an be speied to satisfy the
equation:
~B = C[~eθ + q(ψ)~eϕ]
This ondition makes
~B always straight under the (θ, ϕ) oordinates, with a slope
of 1/q. One an hek that this ondition is onsistent with the notation that q
represents the ratio of toroidal turns over the poloidal turns from any suiently
long eld line.
Coordinates satisfying this ondition are alled straight eld line oordinate sys-
tem. The hoie is not unique. In fat, for any funtion K(ψ, θ, ϕ) dened on any






θ′ = θ +K(ψ, θ, ϕ)/q
ϕ′ = ϕ+K(ψ, θ, ϕ)
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will maintain the straight eld line riteria. Therefore another parametrization
(ψ, θ′, ϕ′) is obtained. The Hamada oordinate system hooses a speial K suh that
J ≡ 1 is maintained every where. This ertainly simplies some of the analytial
derivations.
For the ux oordinate system disussed here, the parameters are hosen based
on the atual struture of the magneti eld. The basis tangential vetors are rarely
orthogonal to eah other. gij must be evaluated for the ross terms between dierent
diretions. The advantage is that ψ is always the magneti surfae label. On the rst
order, we will have many quantities that only depend on ψ, suh as the temperature
Te(ψ), the density n(ψ) and the stati eletri potential V (ψ). There will also be
some symmetries related to the path along ψ − qθ = Const, whih is the diretion of
the magneti eld line.
II. APPENDIX: HIGHER ORDER EXPONENTIAL WEIGHTED FIT
This setion gives a natural generalization of the equilibrium estimation desribed
in Se. IVC. Higher order polynomials are used as the target funtion for the estima-
tion. This method does not neessarily inrease the performane of the estimation.
The derivation is arried under pure mathematial uriosity.
The equilibrium target funtion is onst at 0th order and linear, a+ bs, at the rst


















Minimizing the penalty funtion with respet to all ci leads to a linear algebra equa-
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1! 2! 3! · · · (n+ 1)!





























































































Adapting the Lα notation for the low pass lter, the expression for Ki an be written
in a more ompat form:
K1 = Lα[f ]
Kn+1 = nLα[Kn] for n = 1, 2, 3, . . .
Solving Eq. 31 gives all the oeients {ci} needed for the estimated equilibrium
funtion. c0 will give the estimated value at urrent time. More interestingly, the
slope of the equilibrium, and even estimations for higher order variation rates will be
obtained from {ci}. Numerially, the inverse of the oeient matrix is a onstant
and an be alulated before hand. {Ki(t)} an be updated by keeping a series of
low pass lter. This provides a method of estimating the equilibrium parameter in
the feedbak system.
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One interesting observation in Se. IVC1 is the relation between equilibrium esti-
mation and the high pass lter. If the original signal is f(t), the equilibrium estima-
tion with linear equilibrium target funtion is a(t) then the utuation signal f − a,
an be obtained by simply passing f through the high pass lter twie. The similar
statement is trivial for the zero order example. In fat, it an be proved generally
for the nth order ase. For example, in the above solution obtained from Eq. 31, the
equilibrium estimated at the most reent time point would be c0. It an be shown
that the resulted utuation signal, f − c0, is the same as passing f through the high
pass lter n times:
f − c0 = (1− Lα)n[f ]












0! 1! 2! · · · n!
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Also, the oeient c needs an extra index to show from whih order of polynomial



































In this equation, the rst index in c is always n, meaning that this set of solutions is
obtained by using the nth order polynomial as the target equilibrium funtion. We





































The solution cn,i an be obtained by multiplying {Kn} with A−1n . In fat, sine we
are only interested in the oeient cn,0, only the rst row of A
−1
n matters. Let the





Note that An is a (n+1)-by-(n+1) matrix, and vn has n+1 entries. The utuation
signal will be f−cn,0. If the laim is true for nth order ase, that f−cn,0 = (1−Lα)n[f ],
then to prove the laim is true for the n+ 1th order, we only need to show that:
f − cn+1,0 = (1− Lα)n+1[f ]
= (1− Lα)(f − cn,0)














One an hek Eq. 32 under the n+1th order and ompare the oeient with above




vn,1 vn,2 · · · vn,n+1 0
)
+ un+1 (33)
with un+1 = (un+1,1, . . . , un+1,n+2) =
(
1 −vn,1 −12vn,2 · · · − 1n+1vn,n+1
)
A−1n is the unique solution for An ·A−1n = I. Sine An = ATn is a symmetri matrix,
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vn is the unique vetor that has inner produt of 1 with the rst row of An, and is
orthogonal with the rest rows in An. To prove the laim, we need to show that the
expression given by Eq. 33 satises the same onstraints for matrix An+1.








(i+ k)!vn,i = 0 for k=0,. . . ,n-1
These are just the statements of the inner produt onstraints. Now lets hek if the




























(i− 1)!un+1,i = 0 (34)
Now let's hek the rest of the onstraints. For the 1 to nth row of An+1, we need















The rst term is zero from the onstraint on vn,i. The seond term an be shown to










(i+ k − 1)!(i+ k)un+1,i









(i+ k − 1)!(i− 1)un+1,i





(i+ k − 1)!(i− 1) 1
i− 1vn,i−1




(i+ k)!vn,i = 0 for k=0,. . . ,n-1
Sine In+1,−1 = 0 is shown in Eq. 34. We have shown In+1,k = (k+ 1)In+1,k−1 = 0 for




(i+ k)!vn+1,i = 0 for k=0,. . . ,n-1
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where we have used In+1,n−1 = 0. This shows that the two terms in Eq. 35 are equal
and opposite to eah other and the sum is zero. Thus the last onstraint has been
satised.
We thus have shown that the expression of vn+1 given by Eq. 33 is indeed the rst
row of A−1n+1. Thus we have proved the laimed equivalene that
f − c0,n = (1− Lα)n[f ]
is held by all n ≥ 1. This provides a onvenient way of obtaining the utuation
signal onsistent with estimating the equilibrium signal as a nth order polynomial
funtion.
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III. APPENDIX: FEEDBACK SYSTEM MANUAL
The feedbak system ontains many les, some of them ontrols the CPU, GPU
and other parts on in the system diretly, while others ongure the settings for
the system. Here, the important les are shown with some explanations about the
funtions in it.
A. fbsetting.py
This is a python le in whih most of the feedbak parameters are speied. Some
settings are no longer used but the ode is still remained for referene of what methods
have been tried.
• CYCLE_TIME is the time between two adjaent data points. It speies the
sampling rate.
• WAITx_TIME speies dierent time points in the feedbak system, where a
ertain phase is entered or left. This value is often adjusted with respet to the
style of the disharges one is working on.
• IN_MODE_MATRIX is the projetion matrix that transfers the sensor signals
to the mode signals in sine and osine basis.
• OUT_MODE_MATRIX is the matrix that ast the perturbation in mode do-
main to spei values for eah ontrol oil.
• P_BASE_GAIN speies the proportional gain for the modes measured from
the poloidal eld sensors, where P stands for poloidal.
• P_BASE_PHASE speies the phase shift between perturbation and measured
poloidal eld modes.
In this le, the apitalized variables will be used by other le. Non-apitalized vari-




This is the le that loads variables from fbsettings.py and further prepares them
for the usage by exeution ode.
• _lit_matrix funtion prints out matries in a format that an be diretly used
to initialize C arrays.
• map1 maps the magneti sensor names to input hannel numbers on the break-
out board. map2 maps the input hannels to output hannels on the breakout
board, reeting the atual physial onnetions of the wires. These two maps
tell the ode whih index the signal from a given sensor with be assigned.
• The _hannel_map() performs similar funtion for the ontrol oils.
• The input and output projetion matries loaded from the fbsettings.py will
then be reordered to have it mathing the orders of the indies.
The nal step in the le writes all the relevant parameters into fbsetting.h with the
header le format that an be inluded by other .pp odes.
C. gpu_ommon.u
• The wait_for_sample funtion auses the thread to pause until new data sam-
ple arrives. TLATCH_OFFSET is the index on the input sample where the
time stamp of the data is stored. The method is implemented as a spin lok.
D. rtm-t.pp
This le implements the methods to initialize the ACQ196 and AO32 devies. For
a memory on the GPU, it an be referred in three ways, the physial address, the
host address and the devie address. The initialization methods nd those addresses
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and onnet them onsistently so the ACQ196, AO32 and GPU write to the same
memory spae and hene transfer data orretly.
The iotl funtion is implemented in rtm-t-hostdrv. under /usr/loal/sr/RTM-T.
E. do_fb.pp
This ode initializes the feedbak system, sets up the GPU program, and after the
plasma disharge, stores the log for later review.
• In the main_real funtion, the input an be set to ome from live experiment, or
from the previously stored experimental data. Reading the previous stored data
is a way to debug/validate the system without atually running the experiment.
The hoie an be made by toggling #dene FAKE_INPUT.
• The ode alloates several bloks of memory on the GPU devie as buers for
data storage. This is performed by alling uMemAllo and uMemsetD8.
• Prealulated matries are also loaded into the GPU memory by alling
uMemAllo and uMempyHtoD.
• The start_kernel funtion invokes the GPU ode and the CPU ode will pause
until the GPU ode nishes after the experiment.
• The uMempyDtoH transfers the log data from GPU memory to the disk and
stores them.
F. gpu_fb.u
This is the CUDA le where the feedbak algorithm is implemented. Many threads
on the GPU will be running the same ode in parallel. The only dierene is that
they will be assigned with dierent threadIdx.x value, whih is stored loally as an
integer: tid. The thread will behave dierently depending on this value. Eah thread
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will have its own version of the loal variables dened in the funtion, they share the
aess to some arrays on the shared memory.
• The rst part of the funtion is to nd the my_ao and my_ai for eah thread,
aording to the index. Eah thread is responsible of reading the signal from
its input and setting the value for its output hannel.
• For the thread that will be handling the modes. They need to handle sine and
osine mode with the same expression. Thus some shift parameter is needed to
set beforehand. The basi idea is that sin(θ) = cos(θ − π). The pairs always
have osine mode one the rst index and sine mode on the seond, so the osine
mode's ounterpart's index will be one after its own and vie versa for the sine
mode.
• The main body of the funtion is a big for loop in whih every bath of the
experimental data is treated in a similar manner. The sample_no tells the
timestamp for the data and the feedbak system enters dierent stages aording
to this value.
• The rst stage, with sample_no < OFFSET_SAMPLES, is before the plasma
break down. Measured signal in this stage is used to determine the oset level
on the sensors, beause some signal hannels give non-zero output even with
nothing going on in the experiment.
• After the rst stage, the magneti signal is integrated to give the B value from
the ∂B/∂t measurement. This integration uses the same formula as that in the
hbtep2 tree, so the magneti sensor readings are onsistent with those stored in
the tree.
• The modes' sine and osine omponent are alulated with the projetion matrix
preloaded in in_mtx. The signals are high pass ltered before used for ampli-
tude and phase alulation. The signal of eah traes is logged in mamp_store
matrix.
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• The ode ignores big jumps in the phase (larger than π/2), and lls the ignored
data with best guesses from previous data.
• The output mode is then alulated with proportional gain on the deteted
mode.
• For the output voltage signal. The ode rst ompensates the desired ontrol
oil urrent for the target Br eld (the eet is small), then ompensates the
urrent signal to obtain the request voltage output for eah amplier.
• When the loop nishes, the ode resets the output voltage on oils to be zero
and then returns.
G. Makele.ommon
This the the le that is alled when one types $make fb_shot.
• As is shown in the bottom of the le. The ode will hek if do_fb and
gpu_fb.ubin is up to date. It will reompile them if needed.
• The ode will sleep for 40 seonds before alling the exeutable ./do_fb. This
is beause the GPU ode will wait in the for loop until the rst signal arrives,
whih happens 1ms before the plasma breakdown. The waiting funtion is
implemented in gpu_ommon.u and it has a maximum waiting period whih
is, shorter than the time needed for the apaitor banks to harge. The ode
sleeps for roughly 40 seonds so that the ./do_fb exeutable is alled shortly
before the plasma disharge.
• After the exeution of the feedbak program, this ode opies the log data into
/opt/hbt/data/ontrol with shotnumber as the name tag.
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H. fbtools.py
This le implements various funtions that are used by other feedbak ongura-
tion les. Most importantly, the sensor signals to modes projetion matrix and the
perturbation mode to ontrol oil urrent projetion matrix are alulated in this le.
The ode should be self-explanatory.
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